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Preface
Reality provides many examples of something we call a search. Informally, we
may have a goal (e.g., finding a lost key, a damaged light bulb, the shortest way
to the next bus stop) and a set of possible actions to gain some information.
All possible action needs some time, money, work etc., so that we want to
calculate the expenses of our search strategy in order to minimize them. Due
to their ubiquity and their variety, search problems are subject to an enormous
amount of modeling methods.
A general and very simple method arises if the ”set of actions” can be
made discrete, that is, we have a finite number of things we can do (e.g., to
ask someone for the way, to see if the key is inside some object like a pocket,
change a bulb), maybe separated from a finite number of objects to which
we can apply our actions (persons, boxes, bulbs). Furthermore, we have a
finite number of possible results to each action, at least two (knows – does not
know, is inside – is not, works or doesn’t). In this way, we collect information
until we have reached the goal. Often, we can simplify the computation of
the expenses just counting the number of steps we need. This is the starting
point of combinatorial search. We call the set of ”things” we can do the set of
questions and the results answers.
Since the outcome of our search is unknown, we may want to find a bound
to the expenses of the worst case or to calculate an average value if we know
enough about the probabilities of the respective results. With our model we
ensure that there are only finitely many questions necessary to finish the search.
So the expenses of the worst case are finite. The set or tupel of answers we
obtain during the search provides us with some information. Our goal, finally,
has to be represented by a finite set of search results (all pockets, all sockets,
every sequence of streets of a city) from which one element is selected (e.g.,
the pocket with the key, the socket with the damaged light bulb, the shortest
way). For information theory says: there has to be a unique tupel of answers
to each of the possible search results. Hence, a lower bound of the required
number of questions is given.
So the basics of information theory, namely codes, (binary) trees, the afore-
mentioned information theoretic lower bound, etc., constitute a language to
express the quality of combinatorial search methods. In Chapter 3, we will
prove bounds for the worst case complexity (i.e., the number of questions
maximally required to accomplish our search); bounds that are intended to be
reasonably shaped compared to that general lower bound.
Codes figure in the models of combinatorial search in various ways. In
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particular, there is a bijection between the tupels of answers ”Yes/No” and the
possible defective element in the case of predetermined testing. Predetermined
means: we pose the questions in advance and thus cannot use the answer of
a question to choose the next one. In the algorithm proving Theorem 3.6 on
page 28, we make widely use of the tree representation of the prefix free codes
this special algorithmic method generates.
Most solutions in combinatorial search come equipped with an algorithm
having some complexity and thus proving a complexity bound. But clearly, the
complexity of an effective implementation of an algorithm is very important,
too. For the use of computers is unavoidable with most problems of practical
relevance. And a search without the existence and knowledge of additional
structures often fails due to the huge (e.g., exponential) growth of the sets
that have to be searched. See Theorem 2.10 for an example. Moreover, the
set of possible codes which quasi represents the search does usually not have
a short formal description. Thus, the emphasis lies on the algorithms.
Group tests are some of the models one looks at. Here we have a set M of
objects containing some elements in a set D we are looking for. We are allowed
to choose some subsets X ofM and to ask if there is an element ofD in X. The
answer is yes or no. A well known example is: A thinks of a number d between
1 and 1000 and B asks questions of the form ”Is d greater than x?”. The aim
of B is to halve the number of candidates for d by each question independently
of the following answer of A. Here, this is clearly possible. In other models one
can find quite good approximations to a halving procedure. But those models
are also interesting, of course, in case it is not known or difficult to prove, if
there is some halving algorithm. Suppose we get a reduced set of test sets
X by the structure of M . Is there an interesting structure on M such that
halving is not possible or quite difficult and we can sill look for elements from
D?
Graph theory with its practical applications has evolved rapidly. So graphs
and related objects may provide an interesting combinatorial structure of M .
There are many notions in graph theory that may be related to the shape of
a search on a graph (or set of graphs) M . And in fact, there are interesting
questions: See, for instance, the respective chapters in [1] and [6].
We present two results related to such questions: an improved algorithm
to find a fixed number |D| of ”defective” edges d ∈ D in a graph (hyper-
graph) M and a ”good” algorithm for predetermined search in special graphs,
namely trees G; the first (yielding Theorem 3.3) is shorter and more flexible to
generalizations than predecessor because of its recursive structure, the second
(yielding Theorem 3.6) represents a first answer to a question which had not
yet been well considered.
It is, as we think, also a good example of how a seemingly simple problem
evolves: the proof uses a good deal of additional structure related to the tree
G, thereby showing new connections between the different ideas of a search,
trees, and codes.
A similar problem is the decision problem, that is, whether a given object
has a property or not, or, which amounts to the same, whether it is contained
in a set of objects or not. Here the structure of the object is unknown. For
vexample, consider a graph G on n vertices. We can choose an edge e and ask if
e is contained in G until the answers imply that the graph has the property or
not. What is the number c(n) of questions needed in the worst case?Is there
a good strategy for selecting the next edge e? Have we got to test all possible
edges to decide? If for all strategies there exists a G such that all edges have
to be tested, then a property is called evasive. A quite famous problem is the
evasiveness conjecture on page 7, Conjecture 2.6. It is open for more than 30
years and has kept busy many researchers in combinatorics, thus originating
related problems and theorems. Unfortunately, the problem itself seems to
be far from being solved. We give an example of a theorem related to the
asymptotic complexity c(n) with growing n.
Altogether, we intended to show a little bit of the role of graphs in combina-
torial search and to combine this with new results, algorithmic considerations,
and hints where to ”search” in the future.
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Chapter 1
General combinatorial context
We start with a quite general model of a search process. See also [1] for the
following notions.
1.1 Search processes
Definition 1.1 (Search process). Let S be a non–empty set, called a search
domain, x∗ ∈ S, and let F be a family of functions (so called tests or ques-
tions), and call F a test family. A (successful) search is a sequence of tests
f1, f2, f3, . . . ∈ F such that the values f1(x∗), f2(x∗), f3(x∗), . . . determine x∗
uniquely. We assume that for every x∗ ∈ S there exists such a sequence.
The pair (S,F) is called a search process.
We restrict to finite S and F . Hence the search process is called combi-
natorial. Moreover, the range of a test will have only 2 elements, e.g., {0, 1},
interpreted as true and false, yes and no, clean and contaminated ...
We can always perform a successful search by evaluating f(x∗) for all f ∈ F .
So there exists an algorithm that produces such a sequence. But on the other
hand, we have a restriction of the possible sequences, because x∗ is unknown.
Thus, one of our algorithms can generate at most those sequences in which
fi depends on the previous answers, i.e., f1(x
∗), f2(x
∗), . . . , fi−1(x
∗). Given
(S,F), one goal is to find a good algorithm that produces a sequence for all
x∗ ∈ S.
We describe the quality of the algorithm by its length, and we obtain this
kind of length by counting the number of tests the algorithm has to make.
The (worst case) complexity of an algorithm is the maximal number of tests
to determine some x∗. An x∗ that requires that number of tests is called, of
course, a worst case. The complexity of the search problem is the complexity
of the best possible algorithm. Written as a formal definition, we have:
Definition 1.2 (Worst case complexity). Let P = (S,A,F) be a search prob-
lem, defined by a search domain S, a set of (admissible) algorithms A that
perform a successful search for every x∗ ∈ S, and a set of tests F . Define
LP(A, x
∗) = L(A, x∗) as the number of tests f ∈ F an algorithm A ∈ A needs
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to determine x∗ uniquely. Then the (worst case) complexity c(P) is
c(P) = min
A∈A
max
x∗∈S
L(A, x∗)
1.2 Group tests
One special case of a combinatorial search is a group test. For the group test
to fit into the above scheme of a search, let S = 2M for some set M and every
f ∈ F be determined by a subset N ⊆M such that
fN(x
∗) = 1⇔ x∗ ∩N 6= ∅.
In this case we call D := x∗ ⊂M the set of defective elements and our test
yields 1 if and only if N contains a defective element.
Interesting cases arise if we apply appropriate restrictions to the possible
sets N .
Different models lead to different classes of algorithms. If we are allowed to
choose the test one by one and to use the results of the previous tests to calcu-
late a good next question we like to have an answer to, we speak of sequential
testing. If we have to fix all tests in advance, they are predetermined and
we speak of predetermined testing.
Example 1.3 (Defective edge). Let S be a graph (hypergraph, see page 17)
G = (V,E). Suppose there is a unknown edge (hyperedge) e which is defective.
Let F be the set of functions defined by a set V ′, the functions yielding ”yes” if
and only if all vertices of e lie in V ′. We are allowed to choose the set V ′ ⊆ V
of vertices. This is a group test with a constraint to the possible sets of edges.
Namely, we restrict the choice to sets with the property: if there are vertices
v1, v2 each contained in a chosen edge, then, in case v1v2 is an edge of G, v1v2
is chosen, too.
One can extend this example to find sets E ′ ⊆ E of defective edges with
functions that answer the question if there is any defective edge (hyperedge)
which has both (all) its vertices inside a set V ′ of vertices.
There is an interesting conjectured upper bound for the complexity of the
problem of finding a defective subset of hyperedges. The bound implies some
tricky demands on a sequential algorithm that might prove it.
In the predetermined case it is difficult to find good upper bounds even in the
case of graphs and one defective edge, see chapter 3.
1.3 Graph properties
A similar problem is called decision problem. Instead of finding one or
more special elements, we want to decide if some object has got a certain
quality or not. In this setting, each test provides partial information about the
object. The interesting case is that knowing the outcome of some tests might
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be sufficient to decide the above question without the complete knowledge
about the object. Suppose the object is a set. Then we model this kind of
problem as follows.
Definition 1.4 (Property). Let M be a set, and N ⊆ M an unknown subset.
Let a subset P of the power set 2M be called a property. We say that N has
the property P if N ∈ P. A test fx is defined by an element x ∈ M and tells
us if x is element of N (fx(N) = 1) or not (fx(N) = 0).
We perform sequential testing as in the group test model. The complexity
of a property is the minimum worst case complexity of all sequential algorithms
deciding if a set N has the property. The complexity of an algorithm is the
maximum number of necessary tests. The maximum is taken over all subsets
N ⊆ M . A property is evasive if its complexity is |M |, that is, it is possible
that we are forced to determine all elements of N to decide the problem.
One can easily find many evasive properties, but they are of special nature
and somewhat sporadic. An interest in finding big classes of evasive properties
originates from the idea of determining properties of the properties that imply
evasiveness. For example, we will consider:
Example 1.5 (Graph properties). Let G = (V,E) be the complete graph on
n vertices (i.e., V = {1, . . . , n} and E = (V
2
)
is the set of all subsets with two
elements of V . Write xy for {x, y}). Then N ⊆M := E defines a subgraph.
A property P is called graph property if it is invariant under permutation
of V . That is, if π is a permutation of the vertices, define
π(N) := {π(x)π(y)|xy ∈ N}.
Then for all permutations π we have:
N ∈ P ⇔ π(N) ∈ P.
A property P is called monotone if for all subsets N ′ ⊂ N the implication
N ∈ P ⇒ N ′ ∈ P
holds. P is called trivial if
P = 2M or P = ∅.
It is an open question for more than 30 years whether all non–trivial mono-
tone graph properties are evasive or not.
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Chapter 2
Evasiveness of graph properties
2.1 Monotone properties
The problem whether monotone graph properties are evasive or not was suc-
cessfully approached the last time over 30 years ago. However, it was solved
only for a special case with the help of Theorem 2.8, which is a very specific
result from algebraic topology. It is derived from long sequences in homology
with coefficients in a finite field of prime number size ([3],[12]). No substan-
tially new idea based on topological methods has been found. Actually, that
specific method appears to us a dead end on the way to a proof of Conjecture
2.6 below. Nonetheless, there have been improvements. And they are not
uninteresting, for the problem remains unsolved. Much effort has been spent
in creating very subtle preconditions to utilize the topological method based
on Theorem 2.8. For example, Triesch [15] and Chakrabarti et al. [4] proved
evasiveness for some properties which are subclasses of monotone properties.
For example, in [4] all graphs G are considered such that GC (the graph with
the ”non–edges”) contains a fixed subgraph up to isomorphism. The necessary
exploit of the additional qualities of these classes becomes quite sophisticated
and thus an interesting task of its own.
Various authors applied the same technique to monotone properties P ⊆
2M where P is invariant under some special group G of isomorphisms – which
is simply a group operating on M and thus operating on 2M . They gave some
model which defines G and also defines M .
For example, M is the set of edges of a bipartite graph and G is a subgroup
of the group of isomorphisms of bipartite graphs. They are defined by arbitrary
permutations of the vertices on each of the partition sets V1 and V2. Yao [17]
showed evasiveness of such properties.
In section 2.1.2 I present an improvement with respect to an asymptotic
statement of [9]. First, an introduction into the required theoretical apparatus
is given. But there are too many steps finally leading to the abovementioned
Theorem 2.8 of Oliver, which I use in my proof. So I decided to leave them
out and just state that theorem. If one wants a gapless line of reasoning, a
complete chain of facts and their respective proofs can be learned by the basic
results of algebraic topology and homology, and then by reading the respective
chapters of [3] about the Theorem of Smith followed by the papers of Oliver
5
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[12] and Kahn, Saks and Sturtevant [9].
2.1.1 Preliminary definitions and theorems
In this section we will recall some definitions. If necessary, I state them appro-
priate to the context of the proof of Theorem 2.9. In order to prove our result,
I state some known results that also elucidate the general research interests.
Firstly, we recall the definitions of Example 1.5.
Let a graph G = (V,E) on n vertices (or points) consist of
the vertex set V = V (G) = {1, . . . , n} and a edge set E = E(G) ⊆
(
V
2
)
,
(
V
2
)
denoting the set of 2–element sets. As usual, let Kn be the complete graph
on n vertices, that means E =
(
V
2
)
, and Kn,m the complete bipartite graph,
that is, Kn,m has vertex set V1 ∪ V2 and
|V1| = n, |V2| = m, V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, E = {{x, y}|x ∈ V1, y ∈ V2}.
If necessary, we will identify G with its edge set E. A graph G is generally
called bipartite if there is some Km,n with E(G) ⊆ E(Km,n).
Definition 2.1 (Graph isomorphism). A graph isomorphism π from G =
(V,E) to G′ = (V ′, E ′) is a bijection of the vertices V and V ′, such that
e = xy := {x, y} ∈ E ⇔ π(e) := π(x)π(y) ∈ E ′.
If π ∈ Sn (symmetric permutation group on n elements), the operation on the
vertices induces an operation on the edges and, in fact, any isomorphism of
graphs on V = {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 2.2 (Graph property). A graph property P on n vertices is a
set of graphs on n vertices that is invariant under permutation of the vertices.
That means, if G ∈ P, then every graph isomorphic to G is in P. If G ∈ P
we say G has property P.
Definition 2.3 (Monotone and trivial). A graph property P on n vertices is
called monotone if the implication
G ∈ P ⇒ G′ ∈ P
holds for all G′ ⊆ G (i.e., E ′ ⊆ E).
A property P is called trivial if every graph (on n vertices) or no graph
has that property.
Let S be the set of all graphs with n vertices {1, . . . , n}. Define the set of
tests (see Definition 1.4) as functions F = fe : S → {0, 1} by
fe(G) = 1⇔ e ∈ E(G).
Given a property P on n vertices, let A be the set of sequential algorithms
that compute whether an unknown G ∈ S has the property P by choosing
an appropriate sequence of tests. Let L(A,G) be the number of tests used by
algorithm A necessary to decide the question ”G ∈ P?”. Then we have:
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Definition 2.4 (Complexity of a property and evasiveness). The (worst case)
complexity of P is
c(P) = min
A∈A
max
G∈S
L(A,G)
If c(P) = |F| = (n
2
)
, we say P is evasive (cf. Definition 1.2).
Example 2.5. In a sequential algorithm the edges are tested successively and
the result of each test can immediately be used. Hence, there exists a mutable
set of edges known to belong or not to belong to the graph. By m tested edges
we obtain a set Sm of graphs (Sm ⊆ S) with
|Sm| = 2(
n
2)−m
such that the graphs in Sm are consistent with the outcome of those m tests.
Until all the edges have been tested, the number of these graphs is even. Suppose
that the size of the set Nm of graphs in P matching the first m answers (m <(
n
2
)
) is odd. Then |Nm+1| is either odd or even after the (m + 1)–th test.
For, if and only if Nm+1 are those graphs in Nm after the answer ”yes” then
Nm \ Nm+1 are those matching answer ”no”.
Suppose |P| = |N0| is odd. By induction, there is a sequence of answers,
and thus there is an unknown graph G we are actually looking for, such that
Nm is odd for all m. If m <
(
n
2
)
, neither Nm nor Sm \ Nm is empty because
|Sm| is even. Therefore, we cannot decide ”G ∈ P?” until all edges have been
tested, so P is evasive.
This example shows some of the few, obviously evasive properties. But,
unless P has special features that fit into a special algorithm, it is better to
find implications of non–evasiveness which yield a contradiction. One of those
implications arises as follows.
The following conjecture attributed to Karp is open for more than 30 years:
Conjecture 2.6 (Karp). Any monotone non–trivial graph property is evasive.
Every monotone graph property P on n vertices can be seen as a simplicial
complex on
(
n
2
)
points with point set [P] by identifying each graphG in P with
its edge set E(G). What makes this important is the following fundamental
connection between the evasiveness and the topological properties of P. For the
definition of collapsible, acyclic and Euler characteristic χ(P), and simplicial
complex, see for example [2] or books about topology treating this topic. Cf.
also section 2.11 for the definition of collapsibility.
Theorem 2.7 (Kahn et al.). The following implications hold:
P is not evasive ⇒ P is collapsible
⇒ P is contractible ⇒ P is Z–acyclic ⇒ χ(P) = 1
The first implication was established by Kahn et al. [9]. The rest is well
known topology. See for example [13] or newer introductory books for the
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general homological context (contractible, acyclic and Euler characteristic)
and [2] for the implication ”collapsible ⇒ contractible”.
In the proof of Theorem 2.9,the following equality for the Euler charac-
teristic χ(P) is used:
χ(P) :=
|E|∑
i=1
(−1)i−1ai,
where
ai := |{X ∈ P : |X| = i}| ,
and which can serve as definition.
Let G be a finite group and p a prime. We say that G is of Oliver–type if
it contains a normal p–subgroup G1, denoted by G1 E G, such that the factor
group G/G1 is cyclic. G operates on
(
V
2
)
, which are the points of the simplicial
complex P.
If G is a group leaving P invariant, we define the simplicial complex PG
with point set
[PG] = {X ∈ P : X orbit of G}
by
{X1, . . . , Xk} ∈ PG :⇐⇒ X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xk ∈ P
The geometric realization of PG is homotopically equivalent to the fixed
point set of a geometric realization of P. For example, if one takes the convex
hull of the unit vectors representing the points of P, the fixed point set in
Y ∈ PG is the convex hull of the barycenters of some of the orbits X ∈ P.
We will need the following theorem of Oliver [12]:
Theorem 2.8 (Oliver). If G is of Oliver–type leaving the Z–acyclic complex
P invariant, then
χ(PG) = 1.
Applying Theorem 2.8 to a subgroup of the group of graph isomorphisms,
Kahn et al. [9] proved that the statement of Conjecture 2.6 holds if P is
a property on n vertices with n = pk, a prime power. They constructed a
transitive group of Oliver type. Transitive means that
(
V
2
)
is the only orbit of
G. Since PG is not empty if χ(PG) = 1, they concluded that (V
2
) ∈ P if G is
transitive. Thus, P = 2(V2). Hence, it follows that ”P is non–evasive” implies
”P is trivial”.
We will have to make more explicit use of the value of the Euler character-
istic not only disproving emptiness.
It is crucial to have a group of Oliver–type to use Theorem 2.8. A simple
generalization to other groups is impossible. But we can prove an asymptotic
result at least.
2.1.2 An asymptotic estimate
Define c(n) to be the minimum complexity of all non–trivial monotone prop-
erties P on the vertex set V with |V | = n. If all monotone graph properties
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were evasive, we would have
c(n) =
n(n− 1)
2
=
1
2
n2 + o(n2).
Kahn, Saks and Sturtevant proved evasiveness for infinitely many non–trivial
monotone graph properties P (namely if n is a prime power), yet the best
asymptotic statement about c(n) which is known so far is
c(n) =
n2
4
+ o(n2), (2.1)
which follows from the evasiveness for prime power n and the distribution of
prime numbers quasi immediately (see [9]).
In order to prove the following theorem, we cannot make use of a group
of Oliver–type directly, but we will see some techniques that construct an
applicable group.
Theorem 2.9. Let c(n) be the complexity of a non–trivial monotone graph
property on n vertices. Then the following asymptotic statement holds:
c(n) =
8
25
n2 + o(n2). (2.2)
The proof has to deal with three problems: reducing the number of vertices
to a size related to a prime number, making sure that the induced monotone
properties are not trivial, which involves the inspection of additional cases,
and the construction of an appropriate group when the other prerequisites of
Theorem 2.8 are met.
2.1.3 Proof of Theorem 2.9
In order to improve the factor 1
4
in equation (2.1), we apply a similar but
more refined method than that used to prove this factor. Both of the methods
are based on Theorem 2.8. We turn to the obstacles to getting its conditions
satisfied.
Let P be a non–trivial monotone graph property on n vertices with vertex
set V . An induced complex or induced property of P on a subset of V is the
set of induced subgraphs of all graphs in P.
We can think of this as the remainder complex consisting of all graphs
G ∈ P that are consistent with the information we have obtained by testing
certain edges, cf. Example 2.5.
More generally we do the following. Suppose that we know the outcome
of the tests of some edges e ∈ Eknown. Let P′ be the set of graphs which are
consistent with that information, that is,
P′ = {G ∈ P | ∀e ∈ Eknown : fe(G) = 1⇔ e ∈ E(G)} .
The edges with known answer are left out, which means, they are removed from
E(G) for all G ∈ P′ . Thus, the set of restricted edge sets form a simplicial
complex (SC)
P ′ = {E(G) \ Eknown | G ∈ P′}
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and represent the above G ∈ P′ in the way that every algorithm testing the
remaining edges is obviously an algorithm for P ′.
In our case that means: If n is not a prime number, we give away the
information about all edges e containing an arbitrary chosen vertex. To give
away means we prescribe the result of the tests of these edges. These tests
need not to be done. Thus, we cannot say if they possibly had to be tested at
all without giving away information. This reduces the complexity that can be
proved. But it is an admissible procedure, since prescribing the test result is
but reducing the set of all graphs to those with the desired result. One of these
graphs has to be the worst case now. Denote with G∗ a worst case graph.
The edges form a K1,n. If K1,n ∈ P, we set fe(G∗) = 1 for all edges e of
our selected K1,n. Then the induced SC P ′ on n − 1 vertices is non–trivial,
otherwise P would be trivial. So c(P) ≥ c(P ′) gives a useful estimate.
If the complementary graph ∁K1,n = Kn−1∪˙K1 is not in P, then let fe(G∗) = 0
for the above edges e. Again, the induced SC P ′ on n−1 vertices is non–trivial
and c(P) ≥ c(P ′).
If we could always decrease the number of vertices by those two possibilities
finally arriving at the the next prime power number of vertices, we would obtain
c(n) =
n2
2
+ o(n2). (2.3)
In (2.3) and in the rest of this proof we abbreviate a = b+ o(n2) to a ≈ b for
terms a and b:
c(n) ≈ n
2
2
.
(2.3) holds due to the expected sizes of the gaps between two prime (power)
numbers. Explicitly, there is a k(n) such that
n− k(n) = O( n
logn
) (2.4)
and n − k(n) is the next prime (power) less or equal to n. Therefore, if we
always had c(i) ≥ c(i − 1) for n ≥ i > n − k(n), we would have no problem
proving (2.3).
Therefore, we will restrict to the case that neither of the above conditions
is satisfied. That is, we assume K1,n 6∈ P and Kn−1∪˙K1 ∈ P from now on.
In fact, this case is the reason for the n
2
4
in the estimate of (2.1).
Unfortunately, this means we have to give some information away again and
prove only the remainder complex to be evasive.
Let p be the prime closest to 2
5
n. The difference between p and 2
5
n again
disappears via the o(n2) term in the prime number distribution (2.4).
We construct two groups acting on a respective subcomplex of P. The
first construction does not yield the desired contradiction in all cases. But the
second construction combined with the first one solves this problem.
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Construction 1:
We partition V into sets V1, V2, V3 of size p, p and n− 2p, respectively.
Consider the cyclic groups G1 = G2 = Cp and G3 = Cn−2p, Gi acting on Vi by
cyclic permutation of the vertices (i=1,2,3). Then the direct product
G = Cp × Cp × Cn−2p
is of Oliver–type and acts on the vertices of V . Thereby it acts also on the
edges, and thus it is a subgroup of the symmetry group of the complex P.
V1
V2
V3
Now let us assume that all the edges e between vertices inside V1 are known
to be tested with fe(G
∗) = 1. Give away the same information for the edges
connecting vertices inside V2 and inside V3. Then the complexity of P is
reduced by the number of these edges:
2 · p(p− 1)
2
+
(n− 2p)(n− 2p− 1)
2
≈ 8n
2
50
+
n2
50
=
9n2
50
(2.5)
The remainder complex P∗ will be proved evasive by contradiction if it con-
tains an orbit of G acting on
(
V
2
)
which is a Kn−2p,p.
Proof.
Suppose P∗ is not evasive.
The orbits of G are the complete bipartite graphs Kn−2p,p, Kn−2p,p, Kp,p, since
P∗ consists of edges between two of the Vi and G acts on both sides inde-
pendently. So, the point set [PG∗ ] of the fixed point complex PG∗ consists of 3
points. PG∗ is not empty because of the condition Kn−2p,p ∈ P∗. Due to the
symmetry of P there are at least two points in PG∗ . On the other hand, we can
not have a face (i.e., a subset of the complex) containing two of them, because
this translates to a face in P containing all edges incident to one vertex. In
fact, each vertex of V3 would be connected to all other points (one may recall
the information given away), a contradiction to K1,n 6∈ P. So the complex PG∗
has dimension 0 and χ(PG∗ ) 6= 1. However, Theorem 2.8 yields
χ(PG∗ ) = 1,
a contradiction.
Construction 2:
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If P∗ does not contain an orbit of G acting on
(
V
2
)
which is of the form Kn−2p,p,
we proceed as follows:
We partition V into sets V ′1 V
′
2 of size p and n − p, respectively. Like in
the proof of evasiveness for prime power numbers of [9], let G′ be the ”affine
group” on p vertices, that is,
G′ = {π : GF (p)→ GF (p) | π(x) = ax+ b for some a, b ∈ GF (p), a 6= 0} ,
identifying V ′1 with GF (p). Then G
′ acts transitively on the edges inside V ′1 .
We see that G′ is of Oliver–type because
G′′ = {π : GF (p)→ GF (p) | π(x) = x+ b for some b ∈ GF (p)}
is a normal p–subgroup of G′ and G′/G′′ is cyclic.
V ′1 V
′
2
We give away the information of the edges e ∈ V ′2 , again with fe(G∗) = 1
as illustrated in the figure above. The remaining edges E ′ comprise all edges
belonging to V ′1 and those connecting a vertex in V
′
1 with a vertex in V
′
2 . This
reduces the maximum complexity by
(n− p)(n− p− 1)
2
≈ (3/5 · n)
2
2
=
9n2
50
. (2.6)
Again we prove the evasiveness of the remainder complex P∗∗ by contradiction.
Proof.
Suppose P∗∗ is not evasive.
The remainder complex P∗∗ is not empty due to our initial restriction
Kn−1∪˙K1 ∈ P.
By Theorem 2.8 the fixed point complex PG′∗∗ is not empty. Therefore, at least
one of the orbits of G′ acting on E ′ is in P∗∗. There are two kinds of orbits:
Kp with vertex set V
′
1 and K1,p connecting a point from V
′
2 to each point of V
′
1 .
If one of the latter type is in P∗∗, it follows that, because of the information
given away, there is at least one point in V ′2 connected to all other points,
again a contradiction to our initial restrictions (K1,n 6∈ P). Therefore the
other orbit type has to be an element of P∗∗, but that means (with respect to
the information given away above)
Kp∪˙Kn−p ∈ P.
But from the information given away in Construction 1, we conclude that P∗
is not empty. In fact, we know that P does contain an orbit of G acting on (V
2
)
which is of the form Kn−2p,p, a contradiction to the condition of case 2.
We see from (2.5) and (2.6) that the complexity c(n) satisfies in both cases
c(n) ≈ (1
2
− 9
50
)n2 =
8
25
n2
since the growth due to (2.4) is too weak to influence the asymptotic result.
This completes the proof.
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2.2 Computational Accessibility
There are several combinatorial problems such that every way to a solution
seems to be far from being actually promising. Particularly, there exist quite
few publications on these topics like for example on Conjecture 2.6. One can
try to access these problems by computing examples or searching small and
finite sets of size n to verify combinatorial statements. But, since there is no
practical theorem or method – yet or in general, most problems of the lat-
ter kind require some recursive computing. This often results in exponential
growth n > em where m is the depth of the recursion. If one is interested in
small problems or can apply additional restrictions, it is possible to use the
computer. The task is, of course, to find small but interesting problems with
the prospect of clarifying the crucial points of bigger ones.
Because a (monotone) graph property P is invariant under permutation of
the vertices, we know, for example, that the simplicial complex P is point–
homogeneous. That means, there exists a permutation π of the vertices for
every pair of edges e1, e2, such that π maps e1 to e2. To be non–evasive, a
monotone property needs to be Z–acyclic (see Theorem 2.7). So it can be
interesting to know if there are point–homogeneous simplicial complexes that
are Z–acyclic in order to estimate whether there might be a counterexample
to the Conjecture 2.6.
Actually, there are non–trivial point–homogeneous Z–acyclic simplicial com-
plexes presented in [10]. But are there smaller ones and can we construct some
that are actually graph properties?
Using the computer algebra program GAP [18] and the package HOMOL-
OGY [19], which is able to compute the homology of small complexes, Lutz
[11] showed that there are no such complexes with 6, 10 and 12 points. He
used a bound for the size of the complex given by Bjo¨rner [2] and considered
only groups not of Oliver–type due to Theorem 2.8.
We produce an example of a small combinatorial problem by asking:
How strong is the implication ”evasive ⇒ collapsible”?
For small complexes, one expects that all collapsible complexes are non–
evasive. (See page 3 for the general definition of evasive and trivial.) In fact,
the following little theorem holds:
Theorem 2.10. Let S be the set of simplicial complexes on at most 6 points.
Up to isomorphism there are 3 simplicial complexes in S that are collapsible
but not evasive.
Theorem 2.10 has been verified with the assistance of a computer. For
to give an outline of the simple search algorithm, we recall the definition of
collapsible.
Definition 2.11 (Collapsibility). Let S ⊆ 2M be a simplicial complex (SC).
An element f of S is called face. A facet is a maximal face (maximal as
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subset). A free face is a face which is not maximal and subset of a unique
facet. A elementary collapse of S is a simplicial complex S ′ ⊆ S such that
there exists a free face f ∈ S with S ′ = {g ∈ S|f 6⊆ g}. If there is a sequence
of elementary collapses
S ⊇ S ′′ ⊇ S ′′′ ⊇ . . . ⊇ S ′,
then S ′ is called a collapse of S ′. If there exists a collapse with S ′ = {{∅}},
S is called collapsible. A collapse S ′ of S is minimal if there is no sequence
of collapses S ) S ′′ ) S ′.
S is an inverse collapse of S ′ if S ′ is a collapse of S. Analogously, we
define elementary and minimal inverse collapse.
Obviously, we can restrict ourselves to sequences of minimal collapses.
For a simplicial complex S on M and x ∈ M , we define two complexes on
M \ {x}, the deletion D(S, x) and the link L(S, x):
D(S, x) := {A \ {x}|A ∈ S} and L(S, x) := {A \ {x}|A ∈ S and x ∈ A} .
See [9] and [16] for a reference.
Suppose one is trying to find out if an unknown set s ∈ 2M has the prop-
erty S via an algorithm testing the points of M . Then the complex D(S, x)
represents the sets belonging to S with test fx(s) = 0, and L(S, x) represents
the sets in S with fx(s) = 1. After such a test, the algorithm continues as if it
is asking if s ∈ 2M\{x} satisfies s ∈ D(S, x) in the case fx(s) = 0. Otherwise,
it goes on as if it is asking if s \ {x} ∈ 2M\{x} satisfies s ∈ L(S, x).
By this argument we see that S is non–evasive if and only if either there
exists x ∈ M such that D(S, x) and L(S, x) both non–evasive, or M is not
empty and S trivial. This enables us to use a recursive construction for non–
evasive complexes.
Thus, we need to construct all non–isomorphic non–evasive simplicial com-
plexes up to 6 points. Then we construct iteratively all possible minimal
inverse collapses until we do not find new complexes. Actually, we do not find
new complexes on less than 6 points. The computation itself is a matter of
seconds, but the following list shows the growth of the problem.
# points 1 2 3 4 5 6
evasive SC total 1 3 10 65 1466 523681
evasive SC up to isomorphism 1 2 4 10 42 1113
The complexes mentioned in Theorem 2.10 and found by the computer are up
to isomorphism the following three, represented by their facets:
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[ [ 1, 2, 3 ], [ 1, 2, 4 ], [ 1, 2, 5 ], [ 1, 3, 4 ], [ 1, 4, 6 ],
[ 2, 3, 5 ], [ 2, 5, 6 ], [ 3, 4, 6 ], [ 3, 5, 6 ], [ 4, 5, 6 ] ]
[ [ 1, 2, 3 ], [ 1, 2, 4 ], [ 1, 2, 5 ], [ 1, 3, 4 ], [ 1, 5, 6 ],
[ 2, 3, 5 ], [ 2, 4, 6 ], [ 3, 4, 6 ], [ 3, 5, 6 ], [ 4, 5, 6 ] ]
[ [ 1, 2, 3 ], [ 1, 2, 4 ], [ 1, 3, 4 ], [ 1, 3, 6 ], [ 1, 5, 6 ],
[ 2, 3, 5 ], [ 2, 4, 5 ], [ 2, 4, 6 ], [ 3, 5, 6 ], [ 4, 5, 6 ] ]
2.2.1 Outlook
It still remains to ask how we can continue at this point. An extension of
the search to simplicial complexes on more than 6 points probably has to
involve a collection of criteria. These criteria may help to find quickly all the
inverse collapses producing an evasive complex to reduce the number of link
and deletion complexes which are to be checked. Even if the number may grow
too much, finding such criteria might be itself an interesting task.
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Chapter 3
Search for edges in hypergraphs
We recall the definition of hypergraph and of a group test. A hypergraph
G = (V,E) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of hyperedges E ⊆ 2V .
We simply say edges instead of hyperedges. G is r–regular if |e| = r for
e ∈ E. A graph is a 2–regular hypergraph.
We consider the following (restricted) group testing problem: Given a
hypergraph G = (V,E), we have an unknown subset D ⊆ E of defective
edges out of a set of possible defective sets Ω. The admissible tests are only
depending on a subset X ⊆ V . Define the functions or tests fX by
fX(D) := 1⇔ ∃e = {x1, x2, . . . , xr} ∈ D with {x1, x2, . . . , xr} ⊆ X.
We say informally: X contains a defective edge. An edge which is not defective
is called good.
Our restricted group testing algorithm (which we again call search algo-
rithm) tries to identify D using only the above functions.
Let d = |D|. Let c(. . .) denote the worst case complexity (see page 1)
of a (sequential or predetermined) search algorithm with the dots replaced in
accordance to the kind of the problem. For example, let c(n, d) denote the
complexity of finding some arbitrary and unknown d defective edges in the
complete graph on n vertices. Here we have
|Ω| =
((V
2
)
d
)
=
(
n(n− 1)/2
d
)
The information theoretic bound is log2 |Ω|. This is a lower bound for
the length of a code that assigns a unique code word to each of the possible
sets D ∈ Ω. Because the output of the algorithm is uniquely defined by the
results of the tests f and, on the other hand, defines D uniquely, we have
log2 |Ω| ≤ c(. . .).
3.1 Sequential testing
Let us consider arbitrary hypergraphs with known number d of defectives and
sequential algorithms. First we state a result of Triesch [14] for d = 1:
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Theorem 3.1 (Triesch). Let G = (V,E) be a r–regular hypergraph. Then we
have the following upper bound for the worst case complexity c(G) of finding
one defective (hyper)edge:
c(G) ≤ ⌈log2 |E|⌉+ r − 1.
Following some heuristic thoughts, we could say: We should be able to find
d defectives by repeating a search for one defective d times. The problem is,
of course, that we have to avoid testing sets that contain a known defective.
Furthermore, we can imagine that |E|/d edges have to be checked on average
until one finds a defective. Thus, Du and Hwang ([6], p. 206) conjectured, at
first in the case of graphs and later generalized to hypergraphs, the following:
Conjecture 3.2 (Du, Hwang). There is a constant cr, only dependent on the
regularity r of G, such that the complexity of determining d defectives edges in
G is bounded as follows.
c(G, d) ≤ d(⌈log2(|E|/d)⌉+ cr).
It becomes plausible that looking for such a bound makes sense if the
subsequent inequalities of the information theoretic bound are considered:
⌈d log2 (|E|/d)⌉ ≤
⌈
log2
(|E|
d
)⌉
≤ d(⌈log2 (|E|/d)⌉+ 2).
They can be easily established via
(
|E|
d
)d
≤ (|E|
d
) ≤ (3|E|
d
)d
.
In the case r = 2, i.e., if G is a graph, Johann [8] found an algorithm that
proves Conjecture 3.2 with c2 = 7.
We will present an algorithm that works similarly, but uses Theorem 3.1
and is partially iterative. It is also intended that the algorithm is more man-
ageable if one tries to generalize to the case r > 3.
3.1.1 An algorithm
Let D ⊆ E be the unknown set of defective edges. For X ⊆ V define E(X) =
{xy ∈ E|x, y ∈ X}. X is called free, if D ∩ E(X) = ∅. During the algorithm
there is a growing number of edges that are identified to be defective or not.
If we are at some point of the algorithm we call an edge identified if we know
if it is defective or not.
Denote with Eu(X) the set of edges not yet identified at the time of its eval-
uation inside the algorithm which lie in E(X), too. Define u(X) := |Eu(X)|.
Because Eu(X) and u(X) change within the algorithm, their value is com-
puted every time they appear.
The algorithm is iterative and comprises two steps.
Let W ⊆ V be such that E(W ) contains exactly those edges which have not
yet been identified, i.e., E(W ) = Eu(G).
In Step 1 we find a non–empty subset W ′ ⊆W such that:
• W \W ′ is free. Thus, u(W \W ′) evaluates to 0.
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• Each vertex x in W ′ is incident to an identified defective edge xy with
y ∈W \W ′.
In Step 2 we test only the edges xy between W ′ and W \W ′, i.e., x ∈W ′ and
y ∈W \W ′. Exactly those edges that are not identified are in W ′ after these
two steps. Setting W =W ′, the iteration applies.
We start with W = V . That means Eu(W ) = E(W ) = E.
Step 1:
We want to apply the algorithm of Triesch [14] that proves the bound in
Theorem 3.1. This requires a sorting of the vertices such that the search
proposed in [14] can operate successfully with at most the number of steps this
bound specifies. The arrangement made below corresponds to this sorting.
So we have to sort the vertices in W . We arrange them, say, descending
from left to right,
x1 ≻ x2 ≻ . . . ≻ xn,
such that the number
d≻(x) := d≻(x,W ) := #{y | x ≻ y, xy ∈ Eu(W )}
is decreasing,
d≻(x) ≥ d≻(y)⇒ x ≻ y. (3.1)
This is sufficient for applying the alphabetic search of Triesch’s algorithm. We
will apply it to subsets W˜ ⊆ W that satisfy the above condition (3.1) with
d≻(x, W˜ ) without altering the order, which means,
d≻(x, W˜ ) ≥ d≻(y, W˜ )⇒ d≻(x,W ) ≥ d≻(y,W )
for all x, y ∈ W˜ . This construction may be visualized in the following figure.
≻ . . . . . .
d≻(y)
x˜
W
W˜
y
The following considerations about the size of the edge set we are searching
are necessary to ensure the desired complexity bound, but the algorithm works
with all W˜ ⊆ W containing some arbitrarily chosen rightmost vertices of W ,
too.
• Suppose W does not contain an identified defective edge. We select the
rightmost vertices into a set X until
|E|/d ≥ u(X) ≥ |E|/(2d).
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This is not possible if
– either u(W ) is too small
– or there is x˜ ∈W with
u(X \ {x˜}) < |E|/(2d) and |u(X)| > |E|/d
and x˜ is the leftmost vertex in X. But, in the latter case, x˜ is connected
to more than |E|/(2d) vertices in X, and then we can select x˜ and some
of the rightmost vertices of X into some X˜ in place of X with
|E|/d ≥ u(X˜) ≥ |E|/(2d)
satisfying condition (3.1) without altering the order.
Set W˜ = X or W˜ = X˜, respectively, such that
|E|/d ≥ u(W˜ ) ≥ |E|/(2d),
unless u(W ) is to small. In this case, set W˜ =W .
Now we apply Triesch’s algorithm to possibly identify an unidentified
defective edge xy contained in X˜.
• Suppose we have found a defective edge xy in E(W˜ ) with x ≻ y by
applying the algorithm, which finds a single defective edge even if there
are more than one.
The halving procedure in [14] enlarges a certain set containing the ver-
tices with maximum d≻ until the vertices not collected in this set do
not contain both vertices of an defective edge. This is an immediate
consequence of the method used in [14].
Thus, our sorting and the halving procedure in [14] yields: x is the
rightmost vertex of W˜ such that there is a defective edge xz with x ≻ z
and z ∈ W˜ . Therefore, all edges uw with x ≻ u, w are good. Edges
other than the good ones and the defective one are not identified by this
procedure.
• Suppose we have identified some edges. Since we decrease u(W ) we have
to reorder W as above – d≻ is depending on Eu(W ), whereas those x
with d≻(x) = 0 in the old ordering are left at their place while creating
the new ordering of W .
It is important to note that, if Triesch’s algorithm finds a defective edge
xy (x ≻ y), then y cannot be the left end vertex of a defective edge after
reordering because d≻(y) = 0 in the new ordering.
After these preliminaries, Step 1 of the algorithm reads as follows:
At the beginning we have E(W ) = Eu(W ) and W
′ is empty.
I) Sort W and choose W˜ as described above and test if there is a defective
edge in Eu(W˜ ).
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II) If there is a defective edge, identify one, say xy (x ≻ y) by Triesch’s
algorithm with at most ⌈log2 (|E|/d)⌉ + 1 tests according to Theorem
3.1. Remove x from W and add it to W ′.
Since we will have d≻(y) = 0 after the next sorting in step I), no defective
and identified edge will be in W ′. In fact, no identified edge will be in
W ′ due to our construction of X and X˜ above.
III) If there is no defective edge, we have found at least |E|/(2d) good edges.
This reduces u(W ) by at least |E|/(2d).
IV) Repeat steps I) to III) until Eu(W ) = ∅.
We take W and W ′ as obtained by Step 1 and continue with Step 2.
Step 2:
By the remark in step III) of Step 1 we know that x ∈ W ′, y ∈ W and
u(W ′) = |E(W ′)| for every defective edge xy (with x ≻ y) found in Step 1. W
is free because all edges are identified and not defective. In Step 2 we test the
edges between W and W ′.
I) For all x ∈W ′ do the following:
Set W˜ =W \ {y}. There is exactly one identified defective edge xy, y ∈
W . Because W is free, we can find all defective edges in W˜ ∪ {x} with
repeated application of Triesch’s algorithm setting W˜ to W˜ \ z if we
identify a defective edge xz.
If the set does not contain too few edges, we select subsets X ⊆ W˜ which
satisfy
|E|/d ≥ u(X ∪ {x}) ≥ |E|/(2d).
No further restriction to X is required than this inequality to control the
number of tests and good edges the same way as in Step 1.
Eu(V ) = Eu(W
′) holds when we have completed Step 2. Hence, set W = W ′
and repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until u(W ) = 0.
3.1.2 The complexity bound
The algorithm has the following properties:
– If a test is negative, we identify at least |E|/(2d) good edges with possible
exception of two cases: the test of the last loop in Step 1 and the last test for
each x ∈W ′ in Step 2. If we have to do Step 1, say, m times, then
d ≥
m∑
i=1
i = (m+ 1)m/2
since |W | decreases by at least 1 each step. That last test in Step 2, however,
is made for one end vertex of each of defective edges we found in Step 1. Thus,
all these loops yield the total of at most d tests.
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– Furthermore, we have d tests with outcome ”there is a defective edge” and
need at most ⌈log2 (|E|/d)⌉+1 tests to identify this (or possibly another) edge
with Triesch’s algorithm.
– |E|/(2d) good edges can be detected only 2d times.
Therefore, we need at most
(d+m) + (d+ d(⌈log2 (|E|/d)⌉+ 1)) + 2d
tests. So, we obtain:
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a graph. Then the complexity c(G, d) of finding d
defective edges is bounded by
c(G, d) ≤ d(⌈log2(|E|/d)⌉+ 5) +
√
2d.
Remark: It is maybe possible to remove the square root term by a more
thorough but more complicated analysis of the algorithm.
3.1.3 3–regular hypergraphs
We want to see what we can transfer from the previous section to the 3–regular
case.
Let G = (V,E) be a 3–regular hypergraph and suppose that we have to
find d defective hyperedges. (We simply say ”edges” in place of hyperedges.)
We recall that all constants that will appear here have to be independent of
”whatsoever”, meaning that they are fixed for all 3–regular hypergraphs and
all numbers d of defectives.
Trying to proceed like in the 2–regular case, we single out a free set Ui ⊆ V
from the set
Wi := V \
i−1⋃
j=1
Uj
in each step i, such that for every x ∈Wi+1 there is at least one edge xyz ∈ E
with y, z ∈ Ui. Given an ordering on W ⊆ Wi, the algorithm of Triesch can
be applied to find an edge e ∈ Eu(W ) such that the least (that is: leftmost)
vertex x of e is the greatest (rightmost) within the set W . x will be removed
from W and added to Wi+1, as usual. Again we need at most
log2(E/d) + c1
tests to determine x with some constant c1.
Once more, we start with W = Wi and repeat the process, setting W to
W \ {x} for each rightmost vertex x of an defective edge until there is no
unidentified edge e left: e ∈ Eu(W ). Then we set Ui = W ⊆ Wi. This way, we
end up with a partition U1, . . . , Um of V consisting of free sets.
In analogy to the algorithm in the case of graphs, we can test the sets
Ui ∪ {xj} for all xj ∈ Wi. If there is a defective edge, it has to be of the form
xjyz with y, z ∈ Ui. So, the required testing of the set {xjyz | x, y ∈ Ui} of
edges is actually a testing of edges in an ordinary graph. Hence, it may, for
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example, be carried out by the algorithm of the last section. Thus, every edge
in Ui ∪ {xj} will be found in log2(E/d) + c2 steps with some constant c2.
Unlike in Step 2 of the previous section, we have to worry about the cases
when our test is negative. While searching a set X for a defective edge e of
which we only know that e ∈ Eu(X), every encounter of a bunch of good edges
is a lucky event. Nevertheless, we can cope with the worst case within
log2(E/d) + c3
steps with a constant c3.
On the other hand, there may be sets tested negative that contain more
than E
d
· 1
c4
edges for a constant c4. They give us a respective number of good
edges, which are not tested again. We conclude that this can happen only d ·c4
times. But there are test sets of which we only know that they may not be
empty. Call them bad test sets. And their number has to be at most ”linearly
dependent” on the number of defectives to achieve a proof of Conjecture 3.2
by our method. In practice, that means that we try to assign at most c5
bad sets to each defective for yet another constant c5. In Step 2 of the graph
algorithm, this was done in an obvious manner. Analogously, the sets Ui∪{xj}
are uniquely associated to the first defective edge found in step i with least
vertex xj . So, only the remaining edges may be a cause of trouble, and they
will annoy us, indeed. For these edges we choose a recursive procedure to keep
the algorithmic part of our computations simple:
Suppose that we know all the defectives of E(Wi). Then we have to test
all edges of the form xyz with x, y ∈Wi and z ∈ Ui. For this, we want to find
a small number s of subsets W
(j)
i ⊆Wi, where j = 1, . . . , s, with the property:
• E(W (j)i ), (j = 1, . . . , s,) does not contain an edge that is known to be
defective.
• There exists j with x, y ∈W (j)i for every pair x, y ∈Wi with some z ∈ Ui
such that the edge xyz has not yet been identified.
Then we choose for each j some subsets U
(j,k)
i ⊂ Ui such that
• there is no defective edge xyz with x ∈W (j)i and y, z ∈ U (j,k)i for all (j, k)
and
• there is at least one edge xyz which has not been tested yet with x, y ∈
W
(j)
i and z ∈ U (j,k)i ; and finally,
• for every edge xyz with x, y ∈ Wi and z ∈ Ui there exists a pair W (j)i
and U
(j,k)
i with
xyz ∈ E
(
W
(j)
i ∪ U (j,k)i
)
.
Then we test all combinations W
(j)
i ∪ U (j,k)i for all j and k, starting with the
set that contains the most edges.
As usual, good edges are irrelevant and can be thought as if removed as
soon as they are identified. If we find some additional defective edge, we have
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to readjust the remaining tests by recomputing the W
(j)
i and U
(j,k)
i , adding an
additional constraint to avoid the recently detected defective. But it may get
very involved to estimate the number of sets that were initially in our choice,
are still to be tested, and do contain this edge. It seems to be even more
complicated to see how the number of test sets increases and what procedure
can be considered a good one to handle the selection of the additional test
sets.
So let us assume that we only get negative answers from all tests. By our
heuristic considerations above, this could well be the worst case. It seems to
me very complicated to find a good bound for the number of sets of the form
W
(j)
i ∪ U (j,k)i ; for this needs a thorough analysis of the structure of the sets of
defective edges.
Considering only the number of defectives, we want to compute a rough
bound at least. It is based on a quite general and simple observation, which
might be useful in the future.
To simplify the notation, we use the Landau O symbol to write g(x) =
O(f(x)) if there is a constant c such that g(x) ≤ c · f(x). We put our main
computation into the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. Let W and U be disjoint sets of vertices and D1, D2 and D3 sets
of (hyper)edges, these are subsets of
(
U∪W
3
)
, with the properties
– for all edges e in D1, all vertices of e are in W ,
– for all edges e in D2, one vertex of e is in W and two are in U ,
– for all edges e in D3, two vertices of e are in W and one is in U .
Set d1 = |D1|, d2 = |D2| and d3 = |D3| and define E(X) =
(
X
3
)
for X ⊆ U∪W
as usual. Then there exists a constant c such that for all U , W , D1, D2, D3
there exist n ∈ N and Xi ⊂ U ∪W , (i = 1 . . . n) with
D3 ⊆
n⋃
i=1
E(Xi),
(D1 ∪D2) ∩
n⋃
i=1
E(Xi) = ∅
and
n ≤ c · d3/41 d1/22 .
Proof. In analogy to E, we define the set E∗(X) of all ”normal” edges (2–
hyperedges) by
E∗(X) := {{x, y} | x, y ∈ X, x 6= y}
for an arbitrary set X of vertices. Define D∗1 ⊆
(
U∪W
2
)
by
{x, y} ∈ D∗1 ⇔ ∃e ∈ D1 with x, y ∈ e.
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Then there exists a partition P = {W1, . . .Wp} of W =
⋃
Wi in p disjoint sets
such that
E∗(Wi) ∩D∗1 = ∅
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and p is minimal for all such partitions. Hence
p(p− 1)
2
≤ |D∗1| ≤ 3d1.
For, whenever p(p−1)
2
> |D∗1|, there exists a pair (Wi,Wj) such that
E∗(Wi ∪Wj) ∩D∗1 = ∅,
and we can replace Wi and Wj by a single set Wi ∪Wj yielding a smaller p.
Now consider the set P(2) = {Wi ∪Wj | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p, i 6= j}. If we have
{x, y, z} ∈ D1, then x, y and z are contained in three different sets of the
partition P. Thus, we have
E(X) ∩D1 = ∅ (3.2)
for all X ∈ P(2). Define
D(X) := D2 ∩ E(X ∪ U)
for all X ⊆W . Depending on X, there exists a partition
PU (X) =
{
UX1 , . . . U
X
pU (X)
}
of U =
⋃
UXi in pU(X) disjoint sets such that
E(X ∪ UXi ) ∩D2 = ∅ (3.3)
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , pU(X)} and pU(X) is minimal for all such partitions. Hence,
pU(X) (pU(X)− 1)
2
≤ |D(X)|,
reasoning analogously to the above case. Noting that
p(p− 1)/2 ≤ 3d1 implies p = O(d1/21 )
and that
pU(X ∪ Y ) ≤ pU(X) + pU(Y ) for disjoint X, Y ⊆ W,
we compute the following bound for Z :=
{
(X, Y ) | X ∈ P(2), Y ∈ PU (X)
}
:
|Z| ≤
∑
X∈P(2)
pU(X) ≤
∑
X′∈P
∑
X′′∈P,X′′ 6=X′
pU(X
′ ∪X ′′)
≤
∑
X′∈P
∑
X′′∈P,X′′ 6=X′
(pU(X
′) + pU(X
′′))
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= 2(p− 1)
∑
X∈P
pU(X) = O
(
d
1/2
1
∑
X∈P
√
|D(X)|
)
.
By the equality
∑
X∈P |D(X)| = d2 and the concavity of the square root, this
yields
|Z| = O
(
d
1/2
1
p∑
i=1
√
d2
p
)
, and thus, |Z| = O
(
d
1/2
1
{
d
1/2
1
√
d2
d
1/2
1
})
.
Because of (3.2) and (3.3) and since
D3 ⊆ {{x, y, z} | x, y ∈W, z ∈ U} =
⋃
X∈P(2)
Y ∈P(X)
E(X ∪ Y ) =
⋃
(X,Y )∈Z
E(X ∪ Y ),
we conclude that n ≤ |Z| and the claimed inequality follows.
Now we obtain something like an estimate for the number of tests our
algorithm needs. Actually, we state this as a theorem in spite of being far
from our desired proof of the Conjecture 3.2 for 3–regular hypergraphs.
Theorem 3.5. Let G = (V,E) a 3–regular hypergraph with d defective hyper-
edges.
Suppose that we have obtained U1, . . . , Um with the procedure described
above. In particular this means: Ui is free for all i and we have identified
all defective edges of the form xyz with x, y ∈ Ui and Z ∈ Wi for all i. Sup-
pose further that there is at most one defective edge left after this step of the
algorithm. Then there exists a constant c, such that for all hypergraphs G and
all numbers d of defectives the above algorithm needs at most
c(log
E
d
+ d7/4)
tests.
Proof. Due to the arguments in the exposition of the algorithm, our only
concern is the number of tests in the recursion step testing edges xyz with
x ∈ Ui and y, z ∈Wi for some i.
Like in the proof of Theorem 3.3 the number m of free sets Ui satisfies
m = O (d1/2) .
Let d′i be the number of defective edges in E(Wi) and d
′′
i the number of defective
edges of the form xyz with x ∈ Wi and y, z ∈ Ui. By Lemma 3.4 the number
of tests to identify the last possible defective edge is at most
O
(
m∑
i=1
d
′3/4
i d
′′1/2
i
)
.
All edges that are counted by some d′′i are counted once whereas there may
be edges that contribute to several values d′i. This means that d
′
i = O(d) for
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all i, but
∑m
i=1 d
′′
i = O(d). Therefore, the above Landau O term is, in fact, a
function of d limiting the growth of the number of tests by
O

d1/2 d1/2∑
i=1
d3/4

 i.e. O (d1/2d1/2d3/4) ,
whence the theorem follows.
3.1.4 Outlook
We still want to prove our initial Conjecture 3.2 for 3–regular hypergraphs,
of course. (At least, I do.) So, I do not emphasize the resulting (”bad”)
bound of the above theorem with some possible refinements which are obvi-
ously unmentioned. Having created a theorem, I try to stress two aspects in a
mathematically accurate way instead: firstly, that there are many reasonable
points to try a similar algorithm like ours; secondly, that a complete knowledge
about the structure of the hypergraph G might permit practical approaches
like those of Lemma 3.4 to be refined.
Moreover, the restriction to one defective edge after the first steps is, as I
think, of merely technical nature. However, until there is an idea how to im-
prove the performance of the rest of the algorithm, I consider this a secondary
problem.
On the other hand, this conjecture may be not true and a weakening of
the estimated bound may be useful. So the question is: What growth of the
constant c is still interesting to prove? For example: Is O(d7/4) acceptable for
r = 3 or are there simple algorithms with that number of necessary tests and
thus one should look for a different approach?
3.2 Predetermined testing
We will restrict ourselves to graphs (r = 2) and only one defective edge.
For a predetermined testing we have to fix our list of, say, n questions in
advance, that is equivalent to a list of subsets Xi ⊆ V (G), i = 1, . . . , n. Let
the function k with
(k1(x), k2(x), . . . , kn(x)) = k(e) ∈ {0, 1}n
for e ∈ E(G) be defined by
ki(e) = 1⇔ e ∈ E(Xi).
In the case that e is the defective edge, k(e) represents the list of answers to
the question ”Is the defective edge in E(Xi)?”. Because we want to determine
e uniquely, k has to be injective and thus a binary coding of the edges, the
worst case complexity cpre(G) of our problem being shorter than the length n
of k.
Unlike in the sequential case, we do not have an upper bound for c(G) that
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is close to the information theoretic bound (i.e., differs by a constant). If, for
example, G is the complete graph Kn on n vertices, Frankl and Fu¨redi [7]
proved that
cpre(Kn) ≤ 4
⌈
log2
(
n
2
)⌉
.
This has been improved to cpre(Kn) ≤ 3.2
⌈
log2
(
n
2
)⌉
by Coppersmith and
Shearer [5].
However, if we restrict ourselves to bipartite graphs, we can easily obtain
a much better bound, because there is no interdependence between the ver-
tices in either partition by the necessity of testing edges within the partition.
The complete bipartite graph Km,n, for example, can be searched by a simple
procedure. First, look for the end vertex in one of the partitions. Simply take
all vertices of the other partition and search the vertices of the first one by a
predetermined binary search with no restrictions. Then exchange the roles of
the partitions to look for the other end vertex. Therefore, one has
cpre(Km,n) ≤ ⌈log2 n⌉+ ⌈log2 m⌉ ≤ ⌈log2 nm⌉+ 1,
which differs only by 1 from the information theoretic lower bound. In the case
of bipartite graphs which are not complete, one expects similar small bounds
since there are even more vertices one can choose the sets Xi from. But the
lack of symmetry requires a more complicated algorithm. To my knowledge,
nobody seemed to be interested in this before, (at least, there is no written
evidence,) so I present an algorithm in the case that G has more vertices than
edges and is still a connected graph, that is, G is a tree. Indeed, I believe
the reader will find it an interesting task to design an algorithm. For, since G
is an arbitrary tree, there are some unexpected subtleties to be mastered in
order to achieve the following bound.
Theorem 3.6. Let G = (V,E) be a tree with e = |E| = |V − 1| edges. Then
cpre(G) ≤ ⌈log2 e+ 1.585⌉ .
The proof follows from Theorem 3.20 on page 53. But it requires an algo-
rithm in the details of which we have to invest a little bit for exploiting the
tree structure.
3.2.1 An algorithm (general idea)
Let V1 and V2 be the two partitions of the tree G (V = V1 ∪ V2). Let
n = ⌈log2 e+ 1.585⌉. As usual, let N(x) := {y | xy ∈ E(G)} be the set
of neighbors y of x and d(x) = |N(x)| the degree of x. Define
m(x) := ⌈log2 d(x)⌉
and
l(x) := n−m(x).
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We intend to adapt the method used above in the case of complete bipartite
graphs. For this, we will assign to every vertex x a n–tupel
k(x) = (k1(x) . . . kn(x)) ∈ {0, 1}n,
called the coding or code word of x, such that
kl(xy) = 1⇔ x, y ⊆ Xl ⇔ kl(x) = 1 ∧ kl(y) = 1
for every edge xy and l = 1 . . . n. Abusing the notion, we call k a coding of the
vertices and k(x) the code word belonging to x. The function k : V → {0, 1}n,
for simplicity denoted by the same letter as the above coding of the edges,
needs not to be injective. Else we speak of a proper coding when emphasizing
the injectivity.
We make G a rooted tree by choosing a root r ∈ V and defining a function
f : V \ {r} → V with f(z) ∈ N(z) such that either f(z) = y or f(y) = z
holds if y ∈ N(z). Thus, repeated application of f yields a sequence of distinct
vertices – a tree does not contain any cycles – until there is a ν with f ν(z) = r.
ν is the length of the unique path from z to r and called the depth of z. The
depth of a tree is the maximal depth of a vertex.
There are no restrictions on the choice of r at the moment, but let r deter-
mine the partitions by r ∈ V1. Call f(z) the father of z and C(z) = {y | f(y) =
z} the set of children. If C(z) = ∅ then z is a leaf. Let CC(x) = ⋃y∈C(x) C(y)
be the set of grandchildren of x.
Requirements for k
We want the function k of the vertices to meet the following requirements:
I) For all x ∈ V1 the following holds for the code word k(x):
• kl(x) = 1 for l > l(x).
• There exists i ≤ min (l(x), l(y)) such that ki(x) 6= ki(y) for all y ∈ V1.
Requirement I means,
(
k1(x), . . . , kl(x)(x)
)
is unique for x ∈ V1 and not prefix
of another code word of this kind belonging to another vertex in V1. That
means, k is a prefix free coding on V1.
II) For all x ∈ V2 the following holds for the code word k(x):
• kl(x) = 1 for l ≤ l(f(x)).
• There exists i > l(f(x)) such that ki(x) 6= ki(y) for all y ∈ V2 with
f(x) = f(y).
III) For all x ∈ V2 \ C(r) the following holds for the code word k(x):
• There exists i > l(f(x)) such that ki(x) 6= ki (f (f(x))).
So
(
kl(f(x))+1(y), . . . , kn(y)
)
is unique for all neighbors y ∈ N (f(x)) ⊆ V2 by
II and III.
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IV) For all x ∈ V1 holds:
• If i ≤ l(x), then ki(f(x)) = 0 implies ki(x) = 0.
Actually, the following statement holds due to I, II and IV – seemingly more
general than IV:
For all x ∈ V1 and all y ∈ N(x) we have:
If i ≤ l(x), then ki(y) = 0 implies ki(x) = 0.
Thus, the coding of an edge xy with x ∈ V1 and y ∈ V2 is
k(xy) =
(
k1(x), . . . , kl(x)(x), kl(x)+1(y), . . . , kn(y)
)
.
Consequently, we have assigned a unique code word to every edge of the tree
according to the first three requirements (and k is, in fact, a proper coding
function of the edges).
To complete the algorithm we have to construct such a coding k of the
vertices, that is, a function with the above properties.
3.2.2 Codes and binary trees
Rewording the first of our requirements in the language of binary trees will
turn out to be very useful. This structure will emerge as practical to formulate
and to visualize the methods we use. Yet we will need some additional notions.
But let us begin with the notion of a binary tree. A binary tree B is a
rooted tree with at most two children for every vertex. (We have the usual
definition of father, children, root, and depth like above.) To avoid confusion
with the tree G, we denote the vertices b ∈ V (B) as nodes. Sometimes we
write b ∈ B for short. The children of a node are labelled 1 and 0. We write
x.0 and x.1
to denote the respective child of a node x. We define recursively
x.a1a2 . . . aj := (x.a1a2 . . . aj−1).aj
with ai ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , j if the node exists.
Let δ(x) denote the depth of x and ρ the root of B. A binary tree is
complete if every node is either a leaf or has two children. A binary tree is
perfect with depth ν if it is complete and every leaf has depth ν. Hence, it
has 2ν leaves.
For every node x the subtree Bx at x is the induced subgraph on the set
of nodes
V (Bx) := {z |∃ν : f ν(z) = x}
and thus a rooted (binary) tree with root x and the father function f restricted
to Bx. Every node of Bx can be uniquely written as
x.a1a2 . . . aj
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for some ai ∈ {0, 1}. In particular, every node y in B can be identified with a
sequence (ai)i=1,...,j of 0’s and 1’s by
y = ρ.a1a2 . . . aj.
Let x be in V and suppose that we have a function k : V → {0, 1}n. Let
B be the perfect binary tree with node set V (B), depth n and root ρ. Define
K : V → V (B) by
K(x) :=
{
ρ.k1(x)k2(x) . . . kl(x)(x) if x ∈ V1,
ρ.k1(x)k2(x) . . . kn(x) if x ∈ V2.
On the other hand, let us suppose we have a function K : V → V (B) with
δ(K(x)) =
{
l(x) if x ∈ V1,
n if x ∈ V2,
(i.e., K(x) is a leaf if x ∈ V2). Then we define k : V → {0, 1}n by
k(x) :=
{
(a1, a2, . . . , al(x), 1, 1, . . . 1) if K(x) = ρ.a1a2 . . . al(x) with x ∈ V1,
(a1, a2, . . . an) if K(x) = ρ.a1a2 . . . an with x ∈ V2.
Moreover, let us define L : V (B)→ 2V by
L(b) := {x |K(x) = b} = K−1(b)
to visualize the coding by labeling the node b by its so called entries L(b).
For x ∈ V and b ∈ V (B) we say that x is in b if x ∈ L(b). For a subtree B′ of
B we say that x is in B′ or, alternatively, B′ contains x if x ∈ L(b) for some
b ∈ V (B′).
Again we see that any function L : V (B)→ 2V defines a respective function
K if ⋃
x∈V (B)
L(x) = V and L(x) ∩ L(y) = ∅ whenever x 6= y
and if δ(x) =
{
l(y) for all y ∈ L(x) ∩ V1,
n for all y ∈ L(x) ∩ V2.
We call V the (set of) entries of L. If we assume that ki(x) = 1 for all x in
V1 where l(x) < i ≤ n, then L, K and k determine each other uniquely and
are equivalent notions that define a ”coding” of the vertices, which possibly
determines a proper coding of the edges. Thus, K will be called a coding tree
function and L an entry function, if they satisfy the respective properties.
So we can restate requirements I and II in the following way under the
above assumption on k:
• Requirement I holds if and only if for all x, y ∈ V1 we have
x 6∈ V (BK(y)) and y 6∈ V (BK(x))
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where Bb is the subtree at b.
If we remove all subtrees that do not contain a K(x) for some x ∈ V1,
we obtain the usual representation of a prefix free code in a binary tree
B′. That means, we have a bijection between V1 and the leaves of B
′ and
thus a prefix free coding of the vertices in V1. (See for example [1] for the
connection with prefix free codes.)
• Requirement II holds if and only if for all x ∈ V1 and all y ∈ C(x) ⊆ V2
we have
y is in the subtree Bb at b = ρ. 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l(x)
and
K(y) 6= K(y′) if y 6= y′ ∈ C(x).
Requirements III and IV do not have that easy restatement. But while III
will be saved by a simple trick (that unfortunately causes a higher constant in
Theorem 3.6), we need an additional construction for IV. This construction is
based on the fact that we may change a 0 into a 1 in the coding of a vertex in
V2 as well as a 1 into a 0 in the coding of a vertex in V1 without affecting IV:
Lemma 3.7. If a coding k meets requirement IV, then all codings k˜ that satisfy
for all i ∈ 1, . . . , n
ki(x) = 1⇒ k˜i(x) = 1 for all x ∈ V2
and
ki(x) = 0⇒ k˜i(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V1
meet requirement IV, too.
Furthermore, this construction will help us to prove an estimate for the
length of the code.
3.2.3 Customization and Kraft’s Inequality
Entry functions on subtrees
For a binary tree B with depth ν, pairwise disjoint sets Ui, V =
⋃j
i=1 Ui and
entry functions Li : V (B)→ 2Ui, i = 1, . . . j define the union entry function
L : V (B)→ 2V by
L(b) :=
j⋃
i=1
Li(b).
The respective K : V → V (B) is called the union coding tree function.
This is clearly equivalent to the definition
K(x) = Ki(x) if x ∈ Ui,
where Ki corresponds to Li. For an entry function L : V (B)→ 2V we say that
entry functions Li : V (B)→ 2Ui, i = 1, . . . j are a split of L if L is their union
entry function. Call j the size of the split.
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Let Bb be the subtree at b with depth ν − δ(b). Then the restriction Lb
of L on V (Bb) is an entry function for a subset of vertices V
′ ⊆ V that defines
a coding tree function Kb on V ′ and a function kb : V ′ → {0, 1}ν−δ(b) with the
obvious connection between k(x) and kb(x) for all x ∈ V ′
kb(x) = (kδ+1(x), . . . , kν(x)) .
We note thatKb and Lb are just restrictions of the functionsK and L (together
with a restriction of their range!) but kb is not.
On the other hand, we can define the induced coding tree function
K : V ′ → V (B) of a coding tree function K ′ : V ′ → V (B′) at node b ∈ B with
δ(b) ≤ ν − ν ′ for a binary tree B′ of depth ν ′ and a perfect binary tree B of
depth ν by
K(x) := b.a1 . . . aj , if K
′(x) = ρ′.a1 . . . aj,
with x ∈ V ′ where ρ is the root of B′ and a1, . . . , aj the sequence in {0, 1} that
defines a node in B′. The respective function L is called the induced entry
function. If we imagine the entries as ”contained” in the nodes of B′, then
we just mount the tree with its root at node b. But now, of course, we have
k′ = kb
where k′ and kb are the respective coding functions that are equivalent to K ′
and the restriction Kb.
Customization
Now we have arrived at our main method based on Lemma 3.7. Given some
coding k of V1 and a sequence ai ∈ {0, 1} with 1 ≤ i ≤ δ (possibly empty if
δ = 0), we want to select some V ′ ⊆ V1 such that
ki(x) = ai for all x ∈ V ′ and all 1 ≤ i ≤ δ
and
kδ+1(x) = 1.
Then we change the code word for all x ∈ V ′ at position δ + 1 from 1 to 0.
This can be expressed by the above union and split:
Let b be a node which is not a leaf in the perfect binary tree B which has
depth n and entry function L. We may think of b as
b = ρ.a1 . . . aδ.
Then we take Lb.1 as the entry function L restricted to the subtree Bb.1. Let
L1, L2 be a split of L
b.1. Then define L˜2 as the induced entry function of L2
at b.1 and ˜˜L2 as the induced entry function of L2 at b.0. Now we define a new
entry function L′ by
L′(c) =


L(c) if c 6∈ V (Bb) or c = b
L(c) \ L˜2(c) = L(c) \ V ′ if c ∈ V (Bb.1)
L(c) ∪ ˜˜L2(c) if c ∈ V (Bb.0)
.
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If L˜ is defined by L˜(c) := L(c) \ V ′, the above construction says that L(c)
splits into L˜ and L˜2 while L
′(c) splits into L˜ and ˜˜L2.
If L is known, L2 is determined by the selected subset V
′ of V , that is,
L2(x) = L(x) ∩ V ′ and V ′ =
⋃
x∈V (Bb)
L2(x).
We say that L′ is an elementary customization of L or, more explicitly, L′
is the elementary customization of L at node b which moves the vertex set V ′.
We say that L′ = Lj is a customization of L = L1, if there is a sequence
L = L1, L2, . . . , Lj = L
′
such that Li+1 is an elementary customization of Li (1 ≤ i < j).
Analogously, we say that a coding function k′ or a coding tree function
K ′ is an (elementary) customization of k or of K, respectively, if k′, K ′, are
equivalent to L′ and k, K are equivalent to L.
If V = V1 ∪ V2, where V1, V2 are the partitions of the tree G, we always
assume V ′ ⊆ V1 when we are customizing. Otherwise, V ′ ⊆ V if we consider
general statements about customization.
Obviously, changing 1 to 0 for some k(x) with x ∈ V1 does not have any
influence on requirements II and III and may only positively affect requirement
IV, which can be expressed by:
Lemma 3.8. If a coding function k is equivalent to some entry function L
and k satisfies requirement IV, then every k′ equivalent to a customization L′
of L satisfies requirement IV, too.
Proof. The statement is clear due to Lemma 3.7 and since k′(x) = k(x) for
x ∈ V2.
We can use a sequence of elementary customizations to construct k for V1
if we are given k(x) for x ∈ V2:
Let k be a coding of V (reminding ourselves: k is just a function). Then
define the basic coding k′ by
k′(x) = k(x)
for x ∈ V2 and k′(x) = (κ1, κ2, . . . , κn) with
κi =
{
ki (f(x)) , if i ≤ l(x) and x 6= r
1 else
for x ∈ V1.
Lemma 3.9. If k meets the above requirements I, II, III and IV, then k is a
customization of the basic coding k′ of k.
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Proof. Exactly at the positions of the 0’s in k′(x), we cannot choose freely if
there is a 0 or a 1 in k(x) since we are allowed to choose any single vertex
x ∈ V1 and any position which is a 1 in the code word k′(x) to change to a 0
by an elementary customization. But these positions, at which is a 0 in k′(x),
are 0 in k by IV.
From the knowledge of k′ on V2 we thus can construct a coding k we need.
We have the following structural statement about the basic coding, which is
put in a lemma for later reference. The statement follows directly from the
definition.
Lemma 3.10. Let x ∈ V1 have basic coding k(x) and let
BK(x)
be the subtree with the corresponding node K(x) as root. Then the node which
has the father of x as an entry is a node of this tree. In a formula this is:
K(f(x)) ∈ V (BK(x)).
We give an example for an elementary customization before estimating the
required depth of the tree B. The depth, of course, is the length of the coding
of edges in the tree G. We will utilize the properties of the basic coding k′ of
k for this estimate.
Example
An elementary customization can be visualized very well by drawing B labelled
by the values of L.
In this example, let B be the perfect binary tree of depth 3 with root ρ.
The left branch at each node may represent 1, the right 0. Define L via the
coding tree function K:
vertex x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
K(x) : ρ.(. . .) 1 0 01 01 00 010 101
.
Let L′ be the customization at ρ.0 moving V ′ = {4, 6} ⊆ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} = V .
Then the labelled tree with entry function L is:
ρ
1 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
{1} {2}
{3, 4} {5}
{7} {6}
The underlined vertices are ”moved”, but keep their ”position” inside the
marked tree. Then we have tree B with entry function L′:
ρ
1 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
{1} {2}
{3} {4, 5}
{7} {6}
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For K ′, which is equivalent to L′, we have:
vertex x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
K ′(x) : ρ.(. . .) 1 0 01 00 00 000 101
.
Kraft’s Inequality
As we have seen above, a coding tree function K on V1 has to be equivalent
to a prefix free code, which is represented by the leaves of a binary tree, for
meeting requirement I. By the definition of a basic coding, we see that most of
the vertices should have many 1’s at the beginning of their coding. So, we are
quite free in distributing the vertices over the binary tree by the application
of customizations. We want to estimate the depth of the binary tree. This is
necessary for the existence of an admissible prefix free coding of V1, which can
be constructed by customization. For this we introduce two notions: a prefix
free split and the 1-depth of binary tree with coding tree function K.
A prefix free split of an entry function L of a binary tree B is a split
L1, . . . , Lj such that Li meets requirement I for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j, i.e., Li rep-
resents a prefix free code. Another description for ”prefix free” is: Li meets
requirement I if and only if one can remove subtrees from B leaving a remain-
ing binary tree B′ such that for all b ∈ B either Li(b) contains exactly one
element and b ∈ B is a leaf of B′ or Li(b) is empty. (All of the removed nodes
b possess thus empty L(b).) We call such a Li prefix free.
Let the 1-depth λ(B,L) of a tree B and an entry function L : V (B)→ 2V
be the maximal depth of a node
b = ρ.11 . . . 1
(ρ be the root of B) such that
L(b′) = ∅ if b′ 6∈ Bb.
That means for the equivalent coding k: the tupel k(x) begins with at least
λ(B,L) times a 1 for all vertices x ∈ V .
The following lemma is the basis of our estimate.
Lemma 3.11. Given a binary tree B and an entry function L, we have:
Let L1, . . . , Lj be a prefix free split of L. Let λi = λ(B,Li) be the 1-depth
of B with entry function Li. Then there exists a customization L
′ of L that
meets requirement I (i.e., L′ is equivalent to a prefix free code) if
j∑
i=1
2−λi ≤ 1.
Proof. The above expression is but Kraft’s Inequality. Let the range of Li be
2Ui. Since Li(b) is empty for
b 6∈ Bρ. 11...1︸︷︷︸
λi
,
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we can define a customization L′i of Li by a sequence of elementary customiza-
tions Lki , 1 ≤ k ≤ l, moving Ui at
ρ. 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
pk
with
λi > p1 > p2 > . . . > pl.
Let a1a2 . . . aλi be the sequence of 1’s and 0’s such that exactly the apk ’s are
0. Then L′i(b) is empty for
b 6∈ Bρ.a1a2...aλi .
L′i clearly represents a prefix free coding.
Hence, we can choose any of the nodes of depth λi for the customization
L′i of Li. Suppose that we have chosen bi such that L
′
i(b) is empty if b 6∈ Bbi .
If
bi′ 6∈ Bbi for any i and i′ (1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ j), (3.4)
then for all b ∈ B there is at most one L′i such that L′i(b) is not empty. Hence,
the union L′ of the entry functions Li represents a prefix free code. Statement
(3.4) is satisfied if and only if the bi are the leaves of a subtree B˜ of B. But
there exists a choice of the Bi (i = 1, . . . , j) and thus such a subtree B˜ if and
only if Kraft’s Inequality is satisfied. (See [1] for Kraft’s Inequality.)
In our case we have V = V1 in Lemma 3.11, that is, L : V (B)→ V1 for the
function L in that lemma, where B is a perfect binary tree of depth n.
3.2.4 A structural lemma
Suppose we are given a coding k′ of V2 satisfying requirement II. Then we can
define the basic coding k of k′. This gives us equivalent coding tree function K
and entry function L defined on V = V1∪V2. We note that any split L1, . . . , Lj
of L with Li : V (B)→ 2Ui is determined by the disjoint subsets Ui: Obviously,
we have
Li(b) = L(b) ∩ Ui
for all b ∈ B.
More generally, we define: given some entry function L, we call the entry
function L′ determined by some set V ′ ⊆ V if
L′(b) := L(b) ∩ V ′ (b ∈ B).
Define the following subsets of V1:
CC ′(x) := {y |y ∈ CC(x), l(y) > l(x)}
for x ∈ V1 and
R := V1 \
⋃
x∈V1
CC ′(x).
Then V is union of the disjoint sets V2, R and CC
′(x) for x ∈ V1. By the
definition of the basic coding, we find the following structure:
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Lemma 3.12. Let L be an entry function. For x ∈ V let Lx be the entry
function determined by the set CC ′(x), LR by R and LV2 by V2. Then these
functions are a split of L. Let KR be the coding tree function corresponding to
LR (i.e., the restriction of K to R). Then
KR(y) = ρ. 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l(y)
for all y ∈ R. That means, LR has a prefix free split
L{y} : V (B)→ 2{y}(= {∅, {y}), L{y}(b) = L(b) ∪ {y}
with y ∈ R and L{y} has 1-depth λ(B,L{y}) = l(y).
Moreover, Lx has 1-depth λ(B,Lx) ≥ l(x) for all x ∈ V1.
Proof. Requirement II states
kl(z) = 1 if l ≤ l(f(z))
for z ∈ V2. By construction of the basic coding we have
kl(z) = 1 implies kl(x) = 1 for all x ∈ C(z).
(There may only be some 1’s instead of 0’s after position l(x), else the codings
are equal.) Hence,
kl(x) = 1 if l ≤ l(f(f(z))).
This and the definitions of the sets CC ′(x) and R imply the respective state-
ments:
By R ∪ V2 ∪
⋃
x∈V1
CC ′(x) = V , the above split of L follows. The split of
LR is clearly prefix free.
We want to construct a prefix free split of
L˜ =
⋃
x∈V1
Lx ∪ LR
to use Lemma 3.11 for the construction of a coding meeting requirement I.
For this, we need a prefix free split of the Lx. Furthermore, we need a useful
definition for k(y) for y ∈ V2 satisfying II and III. We will not deal with the Lx
themselves, but with a customization L˜x that does not change the estimated
1-depth (λ(B,Lx) ≥ l(x)):
λ(B, L˜x) ≥ l(x).
This means, the customization is a sequence of elementary customizations of
Lx at nodes
b ∈ Bρ. 11...1︸︷︷︸
l(x)
.
In fact, an estimate of the 1–depth of the entry functions that constitute a
prefix free split of Lx is needed!
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3.2.5 Constructing k on V2
Recursive estimates of the split size s(B,L)
Let s(B,L) be the minimum number such that a prefix free split L1, . . . , Ls(B,L)
of the entry function L on V (B) exists. We have the following simple but useful
lemmas:
Lemma 3.13. Let B be a binary tree with root ρ and L an entry function. Let
Lρ.1 and Lρ.0 be the restrictions of L to Bρ.1 and Bρ.0, respectively. Let L˜
ρ.1
and L˜ρ.0 be the induced functions of Lρ.1 and Lρ.0, respectively.
Then
s(B,L) = max
(
s(B, L˜ρ.1), s(B, L˜ρ.0)
)
+ |L(ρ)| .
Proof. Dealing with prefix free codes, we will follow a well known argumenta-
tion which can prove Kraft’s Inequality in a similar manner. Define
L˜{ρ}(b) := L(b) ∩ L(ρ)
for b ∈ B, (i.e.,L˜{ρ}(b) = ∅ for b 6= ρ.). There is only one minimal prefix free
split of L˜{ρ}: L˜{ρ} is the union of L{y} (y ∈ L(ρ)) with
L{y}(b) := L(b) ∩ {y}
for b ∈ B. The size of this split is the number of elements in L(ρ). Whence
the last term is explained.
s(B,L) is greater or equal than the right side since every prefix free split
L1, . . . , Li . . . , Ls(B,L) of L induces by restriction of the Li a prefix free split of
at most size
s(B,L)− |L(ρ)|
on each of the subtrees Bρ.⋆, ⋆ ∈ {0, 1}. Clearly, we have s(B, L˜ρ.⋆) =
s(Bρ.⋆, L
ρ.⋆). The union of the induced codings of two prefix free codings
on Bρ.1 and Bρ.0, respectively, is prefix free itself – Bρ.1 and Bρ.0 are disjoint
subtrees of B. So we can construct a split of L from these pairs and the union
of L{y} (y ∈ L(ρ)). Hence, equality follows.
Remark: If B contains only one node, namely the root ρ, we simply have
s(B,L) = |L(ρ)| .
The next lemma also includes customization.
Lemma 3.14. Let B be a binary tree with root ρ and L an entry function.
Let Lρ.1 and Lρ.0 as well as L˜ρ.1 and L˜ρ.0 be defined as in the lemma before.
Furthermore, assume that
s(B, L˜ρ.1) ≥ s(B, L˜ρ.0).
Then there exists a customization L′ of L such that
s(B,L′) ≤
⌈
s(B, L˜ρ.1) + s(B, L˜ρ.0)
2
⌉
+ |L(ρ)| . (3.5)
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Proof. Let
L11, L
1
2, . . . , L
1
s(B,L˜ρ.1)
be the induced entry functions of a prefix free split of Lρ.1, and
L01, L
0
2, . . . , L
0
s(B,L˜ρ.0)
those of a prefix free split of Lρ.0. Set
d :=
⌊
s(B, L˜ρ.1)− s(B, L˜ρ.0)
2
⌋
.
Define L′ to be the elementary customization at ρ moving
V ′ :=
d⋃
i=1
⋃
b∈B
L1i (b).
That means, we are moving the entries of L11, . . . , L
1
d. This is a valid selection
of vertices since L1i (b) = ∅ if b 6∈ Bρ.1 by definition. Moreover, let K1i be the
respective coding tree function corresponding to L1i . K
1
i is thus a restriction
of K (which is corresponding to L) to some vertex set Ui. Hence, the union⋃d
i=1 Ui is the set of vertices V
′ moved by the customization. Therefore, we
have the following implication for all x ∈ V ′ with K ′ corresponding to the
customization L′:
If K(x) = ρ.1a1a2 . . . aν then K
′(x) = ρ.0a1a2 . . . aν
for some ai ∈ {0, 1}. Let K ′i be the restriction of K ′ to the set Ui (i = 1, . . . , d)
and L′i the corresponding entry functions. Then the sequence
L1d+1, L
1
d+2, . . . , L
1
s(B,L˜ρ.1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
together with
L′1, L
′
2, . . . , L
′
d;L
0
1, L
0
2, . . . , L
0
s(B,L˜ρ.0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2
and
|L(ρ)| = |L′(ρ)|
additional entry functions (like in Lemma 3.13) constitute a split of L′ since
V ′ =
d⋃
i=1
⋃
b∈B
L′i(b),
(i.e., the entries of the L′i (i = 1, . . . , d) comprise the moved vertices.) But the
distribution of the entries of L1i in the subtree Bρ.1 has been copied to that
of L′i in the subtree Bρ.0. Therefore, the above split is prefix free. However,
the functions in the sequence S1 yield the empty set for b ∈ Bρ.1, those in
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S2 yield the empty set for b ∈ Bρ.0. Hence, by the argumentation of Lemma
3.13, we have a smaller prefix free split by forming pairs of entry functions and
combining each pair by union. The size of the new split is the maximum of
the length of S1 and the length of S2, which is length of S1:
s(B, L˜ρ.1) + d =
⌈
s(B, L˜ρ.1) + s(B, L˜ρ.0)
2
⌉
.
We conclude the proof like in Lemma 3.13.
A simple consequence of the definition of s(B,L) is that
s(Bρ, L
ρ) = s(B, L˜ρ)
where Bρ is the subtree at ρ, L
ρ is the entry function L restricted to V (Bρ)
and L˜ρ the induced entry function of Lρ on B. So let us define
s(B,L, ρ) := s(Bρ, L
ρ) = s(B, L˜ρ).
Thus, the inequality (3.5) can be written as
s(B,L′, ρ) ≤
⌈
s(B,L, ρ.1) + s(B,L, ρ.0)
2
⌉
+ |L(ρ)| .
By this, the recursive character of the last two lemmas has been cleaned of
fussy notational extras.
Sorting the vertices in C(x)
Let x be a vertex in V1. We want to define a coding k on C(x) such that it
satisfies requirement II. Let B be a perfect binary tree of depth n and with
root ρˆ (not ρ!) and Bρ the subtree at
ρ = ρˆ. 111 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l(x)
.
Let Lx be the entry function determined by CC ′(x) as in Lemma 3.12. This is
possible since Lx depends only on the values of k on the set C(x) by require-
ment IV and the definition of a basic coding. Then Lx(b) is empty for b 6∈ Bρ
by the same lemma. That means, Lx is the induced entry function at ρ of the
restriction LxR of L
x at the subtree Bρ or written as another formula:
s(B,Lx) = s(Bρ, L
x
R) = s(B,L
x, ρ).
Our goal is to build k(x) for x ∈ C(x) such that (a possibly customized) Lx
has a small s(B,Lx) for (a possibly customized) L to satisfy the inequality
of Lemma 3.11. We will not compute s(B,Lx) since there may be too many
possible customizations. Instead, we will define a function s′(B,Lx, ρ) which
can be proved to be greater than s(B,Lx) = s(B,Lx, ρ) by Lemma 3.13 and
Lemma 3.14. Then we build k(x) for x ∈ C(x) such that Lx has a small
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s′(B,Lx, ρ). Finally we add in Lemma 3.19 a refinement by estimating the
1–depth of the functions that constitute the split of size s′(B,Lx, ρ).
For some node ρ˜ ∈ V (Bρ) of the subtree Bρ and an entry function L, let
us define s′ recursively by
s′(B,L, ρ˜) :=

s′(B,L, ρ˜.0) + |L(ρ˜)| if s′(B,L, ρ˜.0) ≥ s′(B,L, ρ˜.1),⌈
s′(B,L,ρ˜.0)+s′(B,L,ρ˜.1)
2
⌉
+ |L(ρ˜)| if s′(B,L, ρ˜.0) ≤ s′(B,L, ρ˜.1),
|L(ρ˜)| if Bρ˜ has depth 0, i.e, ρ˜ is a leaf.
Lemma 3.15. There exists a customization L′ of L such that
s′(B,L, ρ˜) ≥ s(B,L′, ρ˜).
Moreover, the elementary customizations that produce L′ are only at nodes b
with b ∈ V (Bρ˜).
Proof. We use induction on the depth of ρ˜, beginning with the leaves, and
Lemma 3.13 as well as Lemma 3.14. The definition of s′ obviously ”fits like
glove” to both of them.
From the recursive definition we see that we should prefer, as often as
possible, to match the second condition of the definition since for c = const.∑
b∈Bρ
δ(b)=c
|Lx(b)|
is independent of the definition of k on C(x):⋃
b∈Bρ
δ(b)=c
Lx(b) = {y ∈ CC ′(x) |l(y) = l(x) + c}
since δ(ρ) = l(x) in B. Furthermore, we want as often as possible that the
sum of the values of the children is equal, that is,
2 | [s′(B,L, ρ˜.0) + s′(B,L, ρ˜.1)],
which is a property determined by the subtree Bρ˜ of Bρ. This avoids rounding.
We remember that Lx depends only on the definition of k on C(x), or the
equivalent definition of the coding tree function K. But actually, Lx restricted
at some b ∈ B only depends on those y ∈ C(x) with
K(y) ∈ V (Bb)
where Bb is the subtree the restriction of L
x is defined for. By Lemma 3.10 we
can be even more explicit.
First, we recall the following facts:
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• An isomorphism of a perfect binary tree B to a perfect binary tree B′
viewed as graph maps the root onto the root (other nodes have different
degrees). Thus, it is an isomorphism of rooted trees.
• Leaves are mapped on leaves by any isomorphism. The isomorphism
is completely described by the mapping of the leaves, since a father of
a node must be mapped on the father of the image. Hence, a node b
is mapped on a node b′ if and only if the leaves of the subtree Bb are
mapped on the leaves of the subtree Bb′ .
• Let A be a permutation of the leaves. Let A be such that the leaves of
a subtree Bb preserve the order. ”Preserving the order” means:
There exists a b′ such that for all leaves/nodes y of the same depth
ν + δ(b) we have:
If y = b.a1 . . . aν for a sequence ai ∈ {0, 1} then
A(y) = b′.a1 . . . aν .
A determines an isomorphism A˜ that maps Bb to the subtree Bb′ since
f(y) = f(y′)⇒ f(A(y)) = f(A(y′))
for all y, y′ ∈ V (Bb). Thus, we define A(y) for all y ∈ Bb by
A(y) := A˜(y).
• A permutation of subtrees of the same depth δ means nothing else than
that the leaves of the tree are permuted by a permutation A, but the
leaves of each subtree Bb of depth δ(Bb) = δ(Bρ) − δ preserve their
order. Consequently, there is a permutation of the subtrees Bb (with
b ∈ {b′ ∈ V (Bρ) | δ(b′) = δ(Bρ) − δ}), which we denote by A again. A
permutes the nodes of depth δ(b). Moreover, any permutation of these
nodes defines a permutation of the subtrees.
• If A restricted to a subset V ′ ⊆ V (B) is defined and a bijection, we define
A(L) on V ′ for an entry function L on V (B) by
A(L)(y) := A−1(L(y)) for y ∈ V ′.
Returning to our tree Bρ and the function L
x, this means:
Lemma 3.16. Given two coding tree functions, K1 and K2, explicitly known
for C(x), let Lx1 and L
x
2 be the restricted entry function of the respective basic
codings L1, L2 as above.
Let A be a permutation of subtrees. Thus, each subtree Bρ of depth δ(ρ) is
mapped on a subtree Bρ′, i.e., A(ρ) = ρ
′. Let the following hold for all leaves
b of Bρ and all y ∈ C(x):
If K1(y) = b then K2(y) = A(b).
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Then we have
A(Lx1)(A(b)) = L
x
1(A
−1(A(b))) = Lx1(b) = L
x
2(A(b))
for all b ∈ Bρ.
Moreover,
s′(B,Lx1 , b) = s
′(B,Lx2 , A(b)).
Proof. Set
C˜(x) := {y ∈ C(x) |K1(y) is a leaf of Bρ} .
By Lemma 3.10, exactly the children of vertices in C˜(x) are entries of Lx in
the subtree Bρ. Examining the definition of the basic coding, we see that the
values of the basic entry function are determined by some ”leaves” argument
as in item two of the above remarks. Hence, the first statement follows.
The definition of s′(B,Lx, ρ) only depends on the values of Lx in the subtree
Bρ. Because the leaves and hence all nodes of Bρ are mapped ”preserving the
order”, a node b in Bρ and its image b
′ = A(b) under A possess an identical
{0, 1} sequence from the root ρ, respectively A(ρ). By induction on the depth
of the subtree, the values s′(B,Lx1 , b.⋆), s
′(B,Lx2 , b
′.⋆) (with ⋆ = 0, 1) of the
subtrees used to define s′(B,Lx1 , b) and s
′(B,Lx2 , b
′) are identical as well as
|Lx1(b)| = |Lx2(b′)| by the first statement.
The last lemma enables us to use the following recursive construction:
• We start with some coding tree function K, that satisfies requirement
II. Such K exists since
2m(x) ≥ d(x).
Let L be the respective basic entry function. In fact, we only need the
values of K(y) for y ∈ V2. So L is uniquely determined.
In fact, we know the values of K(y) only for y ∈ C(x). Thus, we have
determined LC(x) by the sets
LC(x)(b) := L(b) ∩ C(x)
for b ∈ B, which are empty unless b is a leaf of the subtree Bρ with
ρ = ρˆ. 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l(x)
.
On the other hand, these sets also determine the sets
Lx(B) := L(b) ∩ CC ′(x)
for b ∈ B by definition of the basic entry function. Hence, they determine
Lx with CC ′(x) as in Lemma 3.12.
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• Then we permute all the leaves of Bρ by a function A such that
– there is no y ∈ C(x) with A(K(y)) = ρ. 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(x)
or equivalently
A(LC(x))(ρ. 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(x)
) = ∅.
Since 2m(x) ≥ d(x), there are at most as many children of x as there are
leaves in Bρ minus 1 unless x = r: In this case, the restriction does not
need to be applied, as well as the respective restrictions in the following
steps. The other leaves may be permuted by A such that:
– For any two leaves b.0 and b.1 with the same father holds except if
b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 1:
|Lx(A−1(b.1))| = |A(Lx)(b.1)| = s′(B,A(Lx), b.1)
≥ s′(B,A(Lx), b.0) = |A(Lx)(b.0)| = |Lx(A−1(b.0))|.
– For any two leaves with the same father, e.g., b.0 and b.1, except possibly
the pair b.0 = ρ.1 . . . 110 and b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 111, which is the leftmost in
our pictures of binary trees, we have that
2 | [s′(B,A(Lx), b.1) + s′(B,A(Lx), b.0)] = [A(Lx)(b.1) + A(Lx)(b.0)] .
In practice, we may sort the leaves b˜ by odd and even s′(B,Lx, b˜),
thus generating A. We sort both the classes ”odd” and ”even” such
that A(LC(x))(ρ.1 . . . 1) = ∅ and swapping the ”neighbors” b.1 and b.0
if the inequality from above is not satisfied. The possible exceptional
case occurs obviously if and only if the classes contain an odd number of
elements. In this case, we can select one element from each class. These
will be ρ.1 . . . 1 and some other node. They are only required to fulfill
the first condition of this item and not the second, which is obviously
possible.
• Now we replace L by A(L) for leaves of the subtrees, noting well that
A(LC(x))(y) = A(L)C(x)(y) for all y ∈ V2
due to the permutation property. The image of the basic coding A(Lx) is
only defined for the leaves and is the basic coding of the image A(L)x on
the leaves by Lemma 3.16. We note furthermore that A(L)x is defined
on V (B)!
• Now we repeat the process of the last two steps with growing height for
subtrees – leaves are subtrees of height 0.
This means, we permute all the subtrees of Bρ of the same depth by
some A such that:
– We still have A(L)C(x)(ρ.1 . . . 1) = A(LC(x))(ρ.1 . . . 1) = ∅.
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– For any two roots b.0 and b.1 of a subtree with the same father holds
except if b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 1:
s′(B,A(Lx), b.1) ≥ s′(B,A(Lx), b.0).
We note that A(Lx)(b.⋆) = A(L)x(b.⋆) by the above lemma and that
s′(B,A(Lx), b.⋆) is well defined!
– For any two roots b.0 and b.1 of a subtree with the same father except
possibly the pair b.0 = ρ.1 . . . 110 and b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 111, we have that
2 | [s′(B,A(Lx), b.1) + s′(B,A(Lx), b.0)].
We can use the same construction for the subtrees as for the leaves.
Finally, we have permuted the values of K(y) for y ∈ V2 in such a way that
we obtain a final restricted basic entry function Lx relative to K (restricted to
CC ′(x) and the following lemmas hold.
Lemma 3.17. The conditions of the recursive construction also hold for the
final basic entry function Lx. This means explicitly:
– For any two nodes b.0 and b.1 of Bρ with the same father holds except if
b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 1:
s′(B,Lx, b.1) ≥ s′(B,Lx, b.0).
– For any two nodes of Bρ b.0 and b.1 with the same father, except possibly the
pair b.0 = ρ.1 . . . 110 and b.1 = ρ.1 . . . 111, we have that
2 | [s′(B,Lx, b.1) + s′(B,Lx, b.0)].
Furthermore, LC(x)(ρ. 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(x)
) = ∅ unless x = r, where LC(x) is defined as above.
Proof. The last statement is clear. The other two follow by the fact that two
nodes b.1 and b.0 preserve their order in the next step and hence all the nodes
in the respective subtrees. Whence, by Lemma 3.16, the respective values of
s′ remain unchanged.
Let b(i) denote the node
ρ. 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(x)−i
= ρˆ. 11 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−i
.
So b(i) = b(i+ 1).1. Let us abbreviate s′(b) := s′(Lx, B, b) for a node b.
For a node b of the subtree Bρ we define
CCb := CC
′(x) ∩
( ⋃
b′∈Bb
L(b′)
)
,
where Bb is the subtree at b. That is, CCb consists of the vertices in CC
′(x)
that are an entry of a node of Bb. We note that
CCb = CCb.1 ∪ CCb.0 ∪ L(b).
Set h(b) := δ(Bρ)− δ(b), where δ(b) is the depth of b in Bρ. So h(b) = 0 if
and only if b is a leaf.
We show the following by induction on h(b):
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Lemma 3.18.
• For any node b of the subtree Bρ which is not equal to some b(i), where
i = 0, . . . , m(x), we have
s′(b) = 2−h(b)
∑
z∈CCb
2m(z). (3.6)
• For any node b = b(i) of the subtree Bρ, where i = 0, . . . , m(x) we have
h(b(i)) = i by definition, and
s′(b(i)) ≤ 21−i
∑
z∈CCb(i)
2m(z) + 1 (3.7)
holds. If
– L(b(i)) is not empty or
– s′(b(i).0) ≥ s′(b(i).1) or
– s′(b(i).0) ≥ 2,
then this inequality holds without the summand 1 on the right side.
Proof. For h(b) = 0 it follows that b is a leaf, and we have in both cases:
s′(b) = 2−h(b)
∑
z∈CCb
2m(z) = 1 ·
∑
z∈L(b)
20 = |L(b)| .
We note that m(z) = h(b) if z ∈ L(b).
If b is of the first kind, (i.e., b 6= b(i) for some i,) we note that b.1 and b.0
are of the first kind. According to Lemma 3.17, the induction step reads as
follows:
s′(b) =
s′(b.1) + s′(b.0)
2
+ |L(b)|
= 2−h(b.1)−1
∑
z∈CCb.1
2m(z) + 2−h(b.0)−1
∑
z∈CCb.0
2m(z) + 2−h(b)
∑
z∈L(b)
2h(b)
= 2−h(b)
∑
z∈CCb.1∪CCb.0∪L(b)
2m(z) = 2−h(b)
∑
z∈CCb
2m(z).
If b = b(i), we note that b(i).1 = b(i − 1) and b(i).0 is of the first kind. We
examine two cases:
Case 1: s′(b.1) > s′(b.0).
From the definition of s′ it follows that
s′(b) ≤ s
′(b.1) + s′(b.0)
2
+ |L(b)| + 1
2
.
Using inequality (3.6), the induction step reads as follows:
s′(b) ≤ 2−i
∑
z∈CCb(i−1)
2m(z) +
1
2
+ 2−i−1
∑
z∈CCb(i).0
2m(z) + |L(b)| + 1
2
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≤ 21−(i+1)

 ∑
z∈CCb(i−1)
2m(z) +
∑
z∈CCb(i).0
2m(z)

+2 |L(b)|+1−(s′(b(i).0)
2
+ |L(b)|
)
≤ 21−(i+1)
∑
z∈CCb.1∪CCb.0∪L(b)
2m(z) + 1−
(
s′(b(i).0)
2
+ |L(b)|
)
.
Obviously, the last term is greater than or equal to one if the first or the third
condition hold.
Case 2: s′(b.1) ≤ s′(b.0).
From the definition of s′ and inequality (3.6) it follows that
s′(b) ≤ s′(b.0) + |L(b)| ≤ 21−(i+1)
∑
z∈CCb(i).0
2m(z) + 2 |L(b)|
≤ 21−(i+1)
∑
z∈CCb.1∪CCb.0∪L(b)
2m(z),
and the statement follows by induction.
Remark 1: The estimate in Lemma 3.18 may be coarse. But in this it
serves well in the proof of Theorem 3.6. In particular, the estimate is valid for
m(x) = 0, in which case both sides are 0 since Lx(b) is empty for all b.
Remark 2: The purpose of
LC(x)(ρ. 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(x)
) = ∅
is to meet requirement III by a simple trick as will be shown in the description
of the algorithm.
Refinement of Lemma 3.18
We want to treat the case when we get the term 1 in the right side of (3.7).
So we present a lemma that is adjusted to our final goal of proving the bound
in Theorem 3.20. We are still considering the tree B with root ρˆ and depth n.
Lemma 3.19. Let Lx be the final basic entry function. Then there exists a
prefix free split L1, L2, . . . , Lσ of a customization L˜ of L
x such that
σ∑
i=1
2−λ(i) ≤ 21−n
∑
z∈CC′(x)
2m(z),
where λ(i) is the 1–depth of Li in B.
Proof. For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, let L1(k), L2(k), . . . , Lσ(k)(k) be the entry func-
tions of a prefix free split of a customization of Lxb(k), where L
x
b(k) is the restric-
tion of Lx to the subtree Bb(k).
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Using the above notions, we show by induction on k that there exists a
prefix free split of some size σ(k) such that:
σ(k)∑
i=1
2k−λ(k,i) ≤ 2
∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z), (3.8)
where λ(k, i) is the 1–depth of Li(k) in the subtree Bb(k), where i = 1, . . . , σ(k).
For k = 0 it follows that b(k) = ρˆ.111 . . . 1, hence σ(0) := s′(b(0)) = 0 and
the sum
σ(0)∑
i=1
20−λ(0,i)
is empty.
For the induction step, we consider the split that is used in Lemma 3.18,
whence σ(k) := s′(b(k)):
s′(b(k))∑
i=1
2k−λ(k,i) ≤
s′(b(k))∑
i=1
2k = 2ks′(b(k)).
So, whenever s′(b(k)) ≤ 21−k∑z∈CCb(k) 2m(z), the induction step holds
(without any induction). However, this inequality holds by Lemma 3.18 when-
ever one of the three conditions of inequality (3.7) is satisfied.
Thus, we suppose now that none of the three conditions hold. For the
induction step k → k + 1, we thus have
s′(b(k + 1).1) > s′(b(k + 1).0) and |L (b(k + 1))| = 0.
and the following two cases. Furthermore, we will have to refer to the con-
struction of the customization in Lemma 3.14.
Case 1: s′(b(k + 1).0) = 0.
The split L1(k), . . . , Lσ(k)(k) of L
x
b(k) constitutes also a prefix free split of
Lxb(k+1) since
Lxb(k+1)(b
′) = ∅ for b′ 6∈ Bb(k)
due to
s′(b(k + 1).0) = 0 and |L (b(k + 1))| = 0.
Hence, λ(k + 1, i) = λ(k, i) + 1 and CCb(k) = CCb(k+1). Therefore,
σ(k+1)∑
i=1
2k+1−λ(k+1,i) =
σ(k)∑
i=1
2k+1−(λ(k,i)+1) ≤ 2
∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z) = 2
∑
z∈CCb(k+1)
2m(z)
by induction.
Case 2: s′(b(k + 1).0) = 1.
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That means that there exists a single prefix free entry function L0(k) that
constitutes a split of a respective customization of Lx restricted to Bb(k+1).0.
Moreover, we have by Lemma 3.18 that
∑
z∈CCb(k+1)
2m(z) =
∑
z∈CCb(k+1).1
2m(z)+
∑
z∈CCb(k+1).0
2m(z)+2k+1 |L (b(k + 1))|
=
∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z) + 2k · s′(b(k + 1).0) =
∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z) + 2k.
(3.9)
Let L1(k), . . . , Lσ(k)(k) be a split of L
x
b(k) such that
λ(k, 1) ≤ λ(k, 2) ≤ . . . ≤ λ(k, σ(k)).
Let j be such that
j∑
i=1
2−λλ(k, i) ≤ 1
and j = σ(k) or
∑j+1
i=1 2
−λλ(k, i) > 1. According to Lemma 3.11 there exists a
customization L′(k) of the union entry function of L1(k), . . . , Lj(k) such that
L′(k) is prefix free and
L′(k)(b′) = ∅ for b′ 6∈ Bb(k).
The union function L′0(k) of L
′(k) and L0(k) is prefix free.
If j = σ(k), then L′0(k) is a prefix free split of L
x
b(k+1) of size 1 and 1–depth
0 in Bb(k+1). Therefore, we can complete the induction step with σ(k+1) = 1,
observing equation (3.9):
σ(k+1)∑
i=1
2k+1−λ(k+1,i) = 2k+1 ≤ 2 ·

2k + ∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z)

 = 2 ∑
z∈CCb(k+1)
2m(z).
If j < σ(k), it follows that
j∑
i=1
2−λ(k,i) = 1
since we sum up decreasing powers of 2. The functions L1(j + 1), . . . , Lσ(k)(k)
together with L′0(k) constitute a prefix free split of some customization of
Lxb(k+1). Setting σ(k + 1) = σ(k)− j + 1, we conclude by induction:
σ(k+1)∑
i=1
2k+1−λ(k+1,i) =
σ(k)∑
i=j+1
2k+1−(λ(k,i)+1) + 2k+1
=
σ(k)∑
i=1
2k−(λ(k,i)) − 2k
j∑
i=1
2−λ(k,i) + 2k+1
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≤ 2
∑
z∈CCb(k)
2m(z) − 2k · 1 + 2k+1 ≤ 2
∑
z∈CCb(k+1)
2m(z).
For k = n we obtain b(n) = ρˆ and B = Bb(n). We set σ = σ(n) and the proof
is finished.
Remark 1: It is possible to rely on Lemma 3.18 only, thus, Lemma 3.19 is not
needed to prove a bound of the form c(n) ≤ ⌈log2 e+ c⌉ for a slightly higher
constant, whence the title of the section is ”refinement”.
Remark 2: The constructions in the Lemma 3.19 are, in fact, quite stronger
in some cases. That is, we obtain a smaller split or a smaller 1–depth. This
might be useful for proving a lower constant in some cases.
Remark 3: In fact, it is possible to use a procedure that produces a prefix
free split such that the inequality of Lemma 3.19 always holds with equality:
If L′1, . . . , L
′
σ′ is a prefix free split of L
x restricted to Bb(k+1).1 and L
′′
1, . . . , L
′′
σ′′
a prefix free split of Lx restricted to Bb(k+1).0 and constructed in such a way
that σ′′ = s′(B,Lx, b(k+1).0), then these functions together with |L(b(k + 1))|
additional functions constitute a split of Lx restricted to Bb(k+1) that fulfills
inequality (3.8) with equality. This procedure unifies the different cases in
Lemma 3.19.
3.2.6 An algorithm (detailed)
We collect the methods of the previous sections to state the algorithm in a
compact form. We start with a binary tree B with root ρˆ and sufficient depth
to perform the following steps.
• For every x ∈ V1, use the iterative construction used to ensure the prop-
erties needed in Lemma 3.19 for the vertices in C(x). This way, we have
defined k for the vertices in V2 such that requirement II is met.
• Let L be defined for V1 and V2 as the basic entry function with respect
to k on V2. Then L meets requirements IV (and II, of course).
• (The ”trick” for meeting requirement III Use some tree traversal to go
through V2 to modify k for y ∈ V2 as follows:
If k (f(f(y))) = k (y), then redefine
k(y) := (11 . . . 1).
So requirement II and requirement III are met:
k(y) 6= (11 . . . 1)
for all y ∈ V2 with f(y) 6= r by the iterative construction. Moreover,
requirement IV is still met by the modified k since Lemma 3.7 can be
applied! (It may be useful to refine k(y) = (11 . . . 1) for some vertex y
even if this is not required in case one tries to find a shorter coding of
the edges, see the remark below.)
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• Returning to L on V1, we separate L restricted on V1 by the split of
Lemma 3.12. Hence, we obtain LR, which has a prefix free split, and the
entry functions Lx (x ∈ V1).
• Now we modify Lx by customization according to the proof of Lemma
3.14. We customize only in the subtree Bρ, where
ρ = ρˆ 111 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ(B,Lx)
.
Hence, we can estimate the minimal size of a prefix free split of the
modified Lx and the 1–depth of each function of this split by Lemma
3.19.
• Finally, remove or add leading 1’s in the k(x) for x ∈ V , thus modifying
the 1–depth of the entry functions in the next step. So we can change the
depth of B to the minimum length such that the inequality of Lemma
3.11 (Kraft’s Inequality) will hold. Whence we can pass through the
following step successfully.
• We apply the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.11 to modify L –
or more precisely, to customize each entry function of a prefix free split
L′1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , L
′
j composed by the prefix free splits of L
R (Lemma 3.12)
and Lx (x ∈ V1, see last step). Thus, k(x) is changed by customization
for x ∈ V1, moving the complete sets
⋃
x∈V1
L′i(x) ⊂ V1. For each L′i we
have to choose nodes b′i with depth equal to the 1–depth of the entry
functions of the split. They have to be distributed over the tree such
that the prefix freeness condition
b′i 6∈ Bb′i′
holds for any two indices 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ j, a distribution that satisfies Kraft’s
Inequality. But it suffices to sort the L′i by descending 1–depth and take
the first feasible node b′i to obtain such a distribution (see [1]).
• The requirements II, III and IV are met until the previous step and also
afterwards due to the Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. Moreover, requirement I is
met in accordance with Lemma 3.11. Hence, our construction is finished.
• Therefore, the complete algorithm needs one general sorting procedure
of length O(n log(n)) due to the step using Lemma 3.11: For each of the
Lx we need a recursive procedure of length
O (log(|C(x)|))
including a sorting procedure of length
O (|C(x)| log(|C(x)|))
in each step. Hence, the O–terms must be multiplied. Moreover, each
customization of Lx in these steps is linear in the number of vertices
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moved. The number of customizations according to Lemma 3.14 is de-
pendent on the depth of the respective binary tree for which Lx is defined.
Summing up, we obtain an
O
(
n(log(n))2
)
bound for the number of operations that define and redefine k for the
vertices in V .
Remark: In place of the complicated construction for V1, one should try a
heuristic procedure to find a function k satisfying the prefix freeness condition:
Sort the vertices in x ∈ V1 by descending l(x). Then take the code word κ that
contains the most leading 1’s and is feasible in the sense that requirements I
and IV have to be met. Assign k(x) := κ. Moreover, if there are many
vertices that have 0’s at the same position in their basic coding, postpone the
assignment of a code word with 1 in this position for other vertices for which
a 0 is not required by IV!
To ensure the estimate of Theorem 3.20, we rely on the complicated con-
struction according to Lemma 3.18 and Lemma 3.19 or the construction sug-
gested in Remark 3 after Lemma 3.19.
In Theorem 3.20 we prove a bound for the length of the coding found by
our algorithm.
3.2.7 The complexity bound
Theorem 3.20. Let G = (V,E) be a tree with e = |E| = |V | − 1 edges and
V = V1∪V2, where V1 and V2 are the bipartitions. Suppose the code words have
sufficient length n, which means, the respective perfect binary tree B possesses
sufficient depth such that Lemma 3.11 holds.
Then the algorithm generates a (so called) coding k of V1 and V2 meeting
the requirements I, II, III and IV that guarantee a (proper) coding of the edges
E of the tree G. Furthermore, if |V1| ≥ e/2 and the inequality
n = δ(B) ≥ log2(3e)
is true, where δ(B) is the depth of the tree B, then n is sufficient.
Proof. The requirements are satisfied according to our considerations within
the description of the algorithm. We only have to check if the inequality of
Lemma 3.11 holds under the preconditions
n ≥ log2(3e)
and |V1| ≥ e/2:
Again, let ρˆ denote the root of B.
Let L˜ be the entry function generated by the algorithm just before the
modification according to Lemma 3.11. Given L˜, let L be the entry function
determined by V1. (L(b) = L˜(b)∪V ′. We are only interested in the code words
for vertices in V1!) Let again be
CC ′(x) := {y |y ∈ CC(x), l(y) > l(x)}
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for x ∈ V1,
R := V1 \
⋃
x∈V1
CC ′(x)
and LR be determined by R as well as Lx be the entry functions determined by
CC ′(x) (x ∈ V1) like in Lemma 3.12. Then L splits into LR and Lx (x ∈ V1)
by Lemma 3.12.
However, the functions Lx are modified by customization within the algo-
rithm such that Lemma 3.19 holds. That is, for all x ∈ V ′ there exist σ(x)
such that there exists a split of Lx in σ(x) entry functions with 1–depth λ(x, i)
for the i-th function, where i ∈ {1, . . . , σ(x)}, with
σ(x)∑
i=1
2−λ(x,i) ≤ 21−n
∑
z∈CC′(x)
2m(z).
Furthermore, LR has a prefix free split of size |R|. And each entry function
L{y} (y ∈ R) of this split has 1–depth
λ
(
B,L{y}
)
= l(y).
Therefore, the left side of the inequality of Lemma 3.11 reads as follows:
∑
y∈R
2−λ(B,L
{y}) +
∑
x∈V1
σ(x)∑
i=1
2−λ(x,i) ≤
∑
y∈R
2−l(y) +
∑
x∈V1
21−n
∑
z∈CC′(x)
2m(z)
≤ 2−n
∑
y∈R
2m(y) + 2−n · 2
∑
x∈V1
∑
z∈CC′(x)
2m(z)
≤ 2−n
∑
y∈R
2m(y) + 2−n · 2
∑
z∈
S
x∈V1
CC′(x)=V1\R
2m(z) ≤ 2−n · 2
∑
z∈V1
2m(z)
≤ 2−n
∑
x∈V1
2 · 2m(x) ≤ 2−n
∑
x∈V1
2 · (2d(x)− 1) = ⋆,
which follows, because we have by definition that
d(x) ≤ 2m(x) ≤ 2d(x)− 1
for the degree d(x) of a vertex x. (Note that d(x) is not 0 for a nonempty
tree.) But the sum over the degrees is the number e of the edges of the tree
G. So we continue:
⋆ = 2−n (4e− 2 |V1|) ≤ 2−n
(
4e− 2e
2
)
≤ 2−n · 3e ≤ 1
by the two preconditions.
Now Theorem 3.6 follows since, by choosing the root r, the choice of V1
guarantees that |V1| ≥ |V |2 = e+12 . Finally, note that log2 3 ≤ 1.585.
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3.2.8 Example
Let G = (V,E) be the following tree:
1
2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
11
12 13 14 15
16 17
⇔
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
We choose the length n of our code by setting n = 5. This is a shorter length
than suggested by Theorem 3.6, so we have no theoretic assertion that the
algorithm will terminate successfully. But n = ⌈log2 |E|⌉+1 should suffice for
practical use. Then we choose the root by setting r = 1. Thus, we have the
sets
V1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} and V2 = {11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17}
and
vertex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
m(z) 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 3 0 0
Now we code V2.
We find with the notation of Lemma 3.12 that
C(1) = {11} , C(2) = {12, 13, 14, 15} and C(10) = {16, 17}
as well as
CC(1) = {2} , CC ′(1) = ∅, CC(2) = CC ′(2) = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
and CC(10) = CC ′(10) = ∅.
For x = 1 there is nothing to do and we have k(11) = 11111.
For x = 2 we start with some LC(2) and the appropriate basic coding L2. We
obtain after the permutation of the leaves:
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Lx = L2, LC(x) = LC(2) ρ = r.11
1 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
∅ {15} {12} {13} {14} ∅ ∅ ∅
{7, 8, 9} {3, 4} {5, 6}
{10}
There is only one odd value for s′(B,L2, b) = |L2(b)| (b a leaf of Bρ), namely
for the father of K(15), so K(15) has to be ”paired” with ρ.111. Then we have
the following values for s′:
⋆ 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000
s′(B,L2, ρ.⋆) 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 0
.
Thus, the permutation of the leaves is valid according to the recursive con-
struction of page 44. Now we permute the subtrees of depth 1. But, actually,
we do not need to permute any tree:
⋆ 11 10 01 00
s′(B,L2, ρ.⋆) max(0, 3) = 3 2 = 2+2
2
0 0
.
Again, there is no permutation necessary in the case of depth 2. So:
⋆ 1 0
s′(B,L2, ρ.⋆)
⌈
3+2
2
⌉
+ |{10}| = 4 0 .
Since there is no other feasible permutation than the identity with respect
to our conditions, we finally note that s′(B,L2, ρ) = 4+0
2
= 2. So, we have
finished the case x = 2, finding k(15) = 11110, k(12) = 11101, k(13) = 11100
and k(14) = 11011.
For x = 10 we compute the binary tree:
Lx = L10, LC(x) = LC(10) ρ = r.111
1 0
1 0 1 0
∅ {16} {17} ∅
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All values for s′(B,L10, ρ.⋆) are 0. Hence, k(16) = 11110, k(17) = 11101.
To meet requirement III we have to redefine k(z) := 11111 if k(z) =
k(f(f(z))) holds. Clearly, we redefine f(f(z)) before z if necessary.
So we obtain the following code words for vertices in V2:
C(1) : k(11) = 11111;
C(2) : k(12) = 11101, k(13) = 11100, k(14) = 11011, k(15) = 11110;
C(10) : k(16) = 11111 (we already have k(15) = 11110), k(17) = 11101.
Finally, we code V1 according to the heuristic after the detailed algorithm:
Sort the vertices x ∈ V1 dependent on l(x), the code word of the father, (some
fathers may contain a 0 at the same ”unfortunate” position,) and the code
words beginning with those with many leading 1’s. Take the next feasible
code word that has not yet been used to code the next vertex without coding.
Accordingly, we may select the vertices in the following order:
2, 10, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 3, 4, 1.
Thus, we get:
x ∈ V1 2 10 5 6 7
k(x) 11(111) 101(11) 10000 01100 10010
x ∈ V1 8 9 3 4 1
k(x) 01110 01010 10011 10001 01111
We see that the algorithm gives us a shorter code than expected by the
bound of Theorem 3.20. Actually, we always try whether a smaller n is suffi-
cient in a concrete application.
3.2.9 Outlook: Two conjectures
For further research in this topic, we propose two conjectures. The first is
about the smallest value of c in cpre(G) ≤ ⌈log2 e+ c⌉ like in Theorem 3.6:
Conjecture 3.21. Let G = (V,E) be a tree with e = |E| edges. Then
cpre(G) ≤ ⌈log2 e⌉ ,
that is c = 0, meaning that there is an optimal predetermined coding for every
tree.
Certainly, this cannot be proved by our method, but one might prove a
smaller value c.
On the other hand, we might have obtained very coarse estimates since
we have ignored any information about the father of a vertex in V1. Thus,
our question is for the smallest size of the constant c such that there exists
a (proper) coding of the edges imposed by a ”coding” of the vertices which
meets our four requirements. Let us call such a coding an imposed coding.
For c can be smaller than 1 since c is inside the ceiling brackets. We give
an example of a quite ”bad” tree, which means that the imposed coding is
required to consist of quite long codewords.
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Theorem 3.22. For some ν ∈ N let G be the tree with partitions V ′ and V ′′
of size
|V ′| = 2ν + 2 and |V ′′| = 2ν−1 + 1.
Let there be one vertex in each partition which is connected by an edge to all
vertices of the other partition, making G a tree.
Then
n ≥ ν + 2
for every imposed coding. This holds independently of the choice of the root r.
Proof. Since clearly n > ν, let x′ ∈ V ′ and x′′ ∈ V ′′ be the vertices connected
to all vertices of the other partition and suppose n = ν + 1.
If r ∈ V ′′ = V1, then
l(x′′) = n−m(x′′) = (ν + 1)− (ν + 1) = 0
implies that I) can only be met if there are no other vertices in V1 except x
′′,
since the empty word is prefix of every code word.
If r ∈ V ′ = V1, then
l(x′) = n−m(x′) = ν + 1− ν = 1
implies that I) can only be met if all of the code words of the remaining 2ν +1
vertices in V1 have a leading 0. But there are only 2
ν such code words at all.
Hence, the coding of V1 cannot be prefix free.
Therefore, we obtain a contradiction in both cases.
We have
2ν+2
(2ν + 2 + 2ν−1 + 1)− 1 →
8
3
(ν →∞).
Hence, c must be at least log2(8/3) if we restrict ourselves to imposed codings,
that means, we propose the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3.23. For any tree with G = (V,E) with e = |E| edges exists an
imposed coding with length n if
n =
⌈
log2 e+ log2
8
3
⌉
.
If this is not true, then I would like to see a counterexample because I
believe that, besides disproving the conjecture, this tree would be an interesting
graph even without any (predetermined) search at all. On the other hand, the
difference between log2 3 and log2
8
3
is quite small, and it seems likely that we
can improve the bound by scrutinizing the method presented here.
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